
“Businesses promoting advanced technology at

reasonable costs in this segment will surely make

a huge impact in this industry in coming years..

ULTRA FREEZER

Yes, the business strategy is going to be

changed for the Pharma industry forever.

VACCINE TRANSPORTATION
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065-POINT STRATEGY
AGAINST CORONA

OPERATING A COLD-
CHAIN SUPPLY
SYSTEM:I deliberately avoided

short-time working – we
used the time to reduce
vacation and strengthened
our sales department”.

Gel packs are something
that we are all familiar
with, but to which we rarely
give much thought.
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COLD FEET IN COLD CHAIN?
As a cold chain fleet service, a certain assurance
needs to be given for the usability of the product
after the transport.

Family business with tradition: Fronius
celebrates its seventy-fifth birthday

There is a scope for the improvements in terms
of improving the productivity, efficiency and
safety of the storage by using the latest tech in
the industry.

MEET THE CARGO OPERATORS

By MANUCHEHR MEHDIZADEH, BSME Life Time
Member ASHRAE, Committee Officer @ IIR,
Refrigeration Chair @ AHRAE HOUSTON Chapter
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Cold Feet

COLD
FEET IN
COLD 
CHAIN?

BY VIKRAM S. PURI, INVENTOR,

ENTREPRENEUR AND ROTARIAN WITH

MULTIPLE TECHNOLOGY PATENTS AND

34+YEARS OF SUPPLY CHAIN EXPERIENCE.

on’t you hate it when your

ice-cream turns to

milkshake by the time it

arrives at your doorstep?

Well, Fleetview is here to

spare you such

disappointments. Cold

chain plays a vital role in

the life-cycle of quite a

few products that are

time-temperature 

D critical. These products

often include

pharmaceuticals,

chemicals, and

perishable food items.

Improper temperature

control is one of the

predominant causes of

perishable cargo being

wasted in the supply

chain.
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Measure and transmit temperature

Capture temperature fluctuations

High/low-temperature alerts

Dashboards for detailed analysis

Door sensors for alerts

Monitoring in multiple chambers

Camera recording at door open 

This means that as a cold chain fleet

service, a certain assurance needs to be

given for the usability of the product after

the transport. The value of a reliable cold

chain monitoring system is often

underestimated. For a company to deliver

products in ideal conditions and gain their

clients’ trust, this is an obvious

prerequisite.

Fleetview offers temperature monitoring

solutions among other services. We offer a

myriad of features that take the Cold chain

to the next level.

There is so much more information that

needs to be tracked and analyzed than

just temperature. Fleetview approaches

cold chain from all these angles, a 360

degree approach to Fleet Management;

some of which include: Fuel monitoring,

Load monitoring, On-Board diagnostics,

live tracking, and RFID/Biometrics.

Fleetview respects that you like your

coffee hot and your ice-cream cold.

Cold Feet

Vikram S. Puri, Inventor,
Entrepreneur and Rotarian with
multiple technology patents and

34+years of Supply Chain
Experience.
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There is so much more information that

needs to be tracked and analyzed than

just temperature. Fleetview approaches

cold chain from all these angles, a 360

degree approach to Fleet Management;

some of which include: Fuel monitoring,

Load monitoring, On-Board diagnostics,

live tracking, and RFID/Biometrics.



Success Story

FAMILY BUSINESS WITH
TRADITION: FRONIUS
CELEBRATES ITS
SEVENTY-
FIFTH BIRTHDAY
APettenbach/Wels, 06/25/2020 – What

began in 1945 as a one-man

business based on a simple idea is now

part of the industrial landscape: we’re

talking about the Austrian family-owned

company Fronius, which has grown over

the past three quarters of a century from a

regional repair shop to a global player in

the fields of welding technology,

photovoltaics, and battery charging

technology. And it all started exactly 75

years ago on June 20.

Günter Fronius set the ball rolling in 1945

when he started a radio and electrical

repair workshop, beginning a story of

success that continues to this under the

stewardship of the third generation of the

founding family.The business was born in

the market town of Pettenbach, Upper

Austria, where Fronius’s headquarters are

still located. This is where Günter Fronius

lived and worked after being given an old

military barracks in exchange for carrying

out some repair work.In those 

days, charging vehicle batteries was not a

simple matter – something which he felt

ought to change. A trained electrical

engineer, he developed a solution which

meant that batteries could be used for

longer. “So what we are and what we stand

for is based on a sustainable idea that my

grandfather had,” says Fronius CEO

Elisabeth Engelbrechtsmüller-Strauß, who

has been managing the family business

since 2012

The welding revolution, globalization, and

solar powerIn 1950, Günter Fronius

expanded the company’s product range to

include welding transformers. Building on

this technological basis, over the following

decades Fronius grew into a substantial

medium-sized company, which the

electrical engineer handed over to his

children, Brigitte Strauss and Klaus

Fronius, in 1980. They launched a program

of growth and international expansion

that led to the founding of subsidiaries all

over the world. In 1992, it was also

decided to focus on solar energy as a

“technology of the future”. And so, today,

Fronius stands on three pillars: welding

technology, photovoltaics, and battery

charging technology.
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Success Story

Business Unit Perfect Charging
The Business Unit Perfect Charging is as old as the
firm itself. Company founder Günter Fronius
started charging lead accumulator batteries in the
early years of the business. After numerous further
developments, in the early 1990s the company
switched from 50 Hz chargers to high-frequency
technology for the first time. Further research lead
to a real milestone in 2007 – the Ri charging
process which charges the battery according to its
effective inner resistance. Since then, Fronius
products have automatically adapted themselves to
the batteries being charged and their properties,
making every charge unique. Perfect Charging is
currently taking the next step into the future with
lithium-ion technology, incorporating new ideas
about digitalization and device networking.
Business Unit Perfect WeldingThe Business Unit
Perfect Welding has been in existence since 1950,
when company founder Günter Fronius discovered
that he could melt a rod electrode with the
technology used in the battery chargers. Research
made great progress in the mid-1970s, culminating
in a real revolution with the Fronius Transarc 500.
This was the world’s first transistor-based primary
switched inverter welding system, and Fronius
suddenly gained major partners outside Austria. In
1998 the Transarc was replaced by the digital
TransPuls Synergic (TPS), the first welding system
capable of being updated. At the time, the
company was also researching a new type of 

welding process, which would go down in history under
the name of “cold metal transfer” (CMT) in 2005. Since
then, it has been possible to join extremely thin
materials, as well as materials such as aluminum and
steel. Today, Fronius is setting a new trend with TPS/i
(Trans Process Solution / intelligent revolution). This
high-performance welding computer is the company’s
answer to Industry 4.0 and comes into its own when
used in conjunction with the data management system
provided by the WeldCube Premium software solution.

Business Unit Solar Energy The Business Unit Solar
Energy has been part of Fronius since 1992. The Fronius
Sunrise inverter was launched on the market in 1995
and achieved international success within a very short
time. A genuine revolution came about in 2001 with the
launch of Fronius IG. This was the first inverter with a
high-frequency transformer, which allows technicians to
replace the PC board on site. In recent years, the
business has developed from a pure inverter
manufacturer to becoming a provider of solutions for
the efficient and intelligent generation, storage,
distribution, and consumption of energy.The product
range extends from tailor-made storage solutions to
photovoltaics for water heating and solar e-mobility,
hydrogen production and storage, and H2  refueling
infrastructure. Next step: the Fronius portfolio will soon
be extended to include the Symo GEN24 Plus three-
phase hybrid inverter, an all-in-one solution for
comprehensive solar self-sufficiency.
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"Chilly cold storages in the region are mostly based
on Ammonia refrigerant principle with low-tech

design lines, loading and unloading of the bags are
done by human labor. There is a scope for the

improvements in terms of improving the productivity,
efficiency and safety of the storage by using the

latest tech in the industry."

ColdChainManagement Annual 2020-21

Prateek Patil, Managing Partner, 
R G Patil & Company

CHILLY COLD STORAGE



What are your best-known

products/services/solutions?

R G Patil & Company was

founded in 1943 by late Shri

Rajashekargouda Patil in

Byadagi. Brief about Byadagi- It

is the second largest dry chilly

market in Asia, annually

approximately 90,000 tons of

chilly arrive from the farms to

the market.

At RGP, we are the region’s

leading processor of dry chilly

products, annually more than

8000 tons of chilly products-

chili powder, chili flakes,

stemless chilly, stem cut chilly,

whole chilly is processed at state

of the art chili powder facility,

cold storage units, 80,000

square feet  processing area and

supplied to customers across

India and exported to Middle

East and South East Asia.

Which industry sectors are your

customers in and which ones are

growing fastest?

Our customers are in Oleoresin,

Ingredients, Spices and FMCG

sectors. FMCG and Oleoresin

sectors are expected to grow the

fastest.

Can you tell us about your Cold

Storage operations? How do they

work?

We use cold storage to store dry

chilly with a total capacity of

approximately 6000 tons. During

the chilly season (November to

April), chilly is stored in the

storage at 4 – 6-degree Celsius

and during the off season (May to

October) the stored chilly is used.

Chilly cold storages in the region

are mostly based on Ammonia

refrigerant principle with low tech 
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CHILLY COLD STORAGE

"During the chilly season (November to April), chilly is
stored in the storage at 4 – 6-degree Celsius and during the

off season (May to October) the stored chilly is used.."



design lines, loading and unloading of

the bags are done by human labor. There

is a scope for the improvements in terms

of improving the productivity, efficiency

and safety of the storage by using the

latest tech in the industry.

What are the major trends and

developments affecting your category

and your customers, and how are you

responding?

Chilly is an international commodity-

prices, production, processing are

determined by events occurring across

the world. Major trend recently has been

the consumption of organic and low

pesticide residue foods in the advanced

countries. From the farmers point of view,

it is very challenging to grow crops

without using pesticides, because the

yield and quality reduces, pest issues

increase exponentially when they do not

use the pesticides. In order to cope with

this trend, we have plans to create

awareness among the farmer community

regarding IPM (Integrated Pest

Management). Integrated pest

management (IPM) combines the use of

biological, cultural and chemical

practices to control the pests, it uses

natural parasites to control pests, and

only uses selective pesticides. This helps  

the farmers to pass the maximum

pesticide residue levels set by the food

safety authorities across the world, which

also gets a premium price for the farmer.

How does business in 2020 compared to

previous years?  What’s your strategy for

succeeding in the current climate?

Business has been different compared to

previous years due to the Covid. Downfall

of the HORECA chain has reduced the

demand, chilly prices have taken a hit,

International buyers are skeptic, buyers are

taking less risks in terms of stocking the

product, in order to survive during this, we

are working to find new customers and

trying to get maximum out of the current

customers.

What’s the latest news from your

company?

We are coming up with new state of the art

processing facility for Chili flakes, Stem cut

processing and fumigation center. 

Anything else you would like to share

about the company and product that R G

Patil & Company is offering to the Cold

Storage Industry?

We want to develop our cold storages to

increase the productivity, efficiency, reduce

operational costs, anybody involved in

these areas, are welcome for a chat. 
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CHILLY COLD STORAGE

"There is a scope for the improvements in terms

of improving the productivity, efficiency and

safety of the storage by using the latest tech in the

industry."



Trade

Global trade
never sleeps

M E E T  T H E  C A R G O  O P E R A T O R S  |   B E H I N D

E V E R Y  C O N T A I N E R ,  T H E R E  I S  A  S T O R Y .  N O

O N E  K N O W S  T H I S  B E T T E R  T H A N  T H E  2 4 / 7

C A R G O  T E A M S  W H O  A R E  D E D I C A T E D  T O

A R O U N D - T H E - C L O C K  V E S S E L  O P E R A T I O N S .

With global trade constantly on the move, it

takes immense efforts behind the scenes to

get cargo ready for transport. A large chunk

of this work goes on in the 24/7 cargo

teams in Maersk’s liner operations clusters

(LOCs) at key ports around the world.These

teams are at the heart of container

operations. They are deeply involved in

issues that impact cargo-readiness – from

Container Weight Problems to Reefer Unit

Malfunctions, Missing custom papers or even

a Documentation issue during booking.

Colleagues in these teams make sure every

container is ready to be loaded. They often

must take fast and crucial decisions to solve

issues, which arise unexpectedly and beyond

their control. For instance, if strong winds

hit a terminal, operations might be

suspended and a vessel will have to sail

before loading is completed.
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Global Trade

Jason Way and Nolwenn Boully are colleagues

at Maersk’s North Europe Liner Operations

Center (NEU LOC) in Rotterdam, Netherlands,

the largest port in Europe. They share their

experience of working for the 24/7 Cargo

Team.

Nolwenn Boully, Cargo Operator – NEU LOC

– 24/7 Cargo Team

Nolwenn is French and has been working with

Maersk since 2016. She started in Customer

Service in France where she stayed for a year

before she saw the opportunity to join the

Cargo Team in the Netherlands. After a year

of working in what they call the “Daily Cargo

Team”, Nolwenn decided to move on to work

for the 24/7 team and she’s been part of it

for about a year.“One of the most interesting

things is that every shift is different. You

almost never encounter the same challenge

twice because you’re working with so many

different stakeholders.”, said Nolwenn Boully,

Cargo Operator

Jason Way, Cargo Operator – NEU LOC – 24/7

Cargo Team

Born and raised in Dallas, Texas, Jason joined Maersk

and the team in 2018 with no prior container shipping

practice. Between his degree from a maritime

university and his years of experience working on

another 24/7 team in the oil and gas sector, Jason is

no stranger to shipping operations. Alongside working

full time, he is currently attending university again in

Rotterdam for his MBA.“Even though our days are

usually structured, anything unexpected can still

happen. That’s why our job is to try and be prepared

before something does. The team is 24/7 and so is

this business.”, said Jason Way, Cargo Operator

What’s the main role of the 24/7 team? Jason: We like to keep in mind that behind every

container there’s a customer. There are so many different departments involved which we

need to work closely with to move boxes. Our days are structured, but our jobs require a

combination of port and maritime knowledge. If there’s a 4,000-container load list, every unit

has an impact on the customer’s business and Maersk. Therefore, we try to make sure we pre-

check and let our colleagues know in advance if an issue needs to be resolved. Nolwenn: In

other words, we basically take care of every aspect of a container through its journey in

Northern Europe.
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" I SSUES  THAT  IMPACT

CARGO -READINESS  –

FROM  CONTAINER

WEIGHT  PROBLEMS  TO

REEFER  UNIT

MALFUNCT IONS ,

MISS ING  CUSTOM

PAPERS  OR  EVEN  A

DOCUMENTAT ION  I SSUE

DURING  BOOKING . "



Benefits of Anhydrous

Ammonia in

Refrigeration Systems

B y  M A N U C H E H R  M E H D I Z A D E H ,  B S M E  L i f e  T i m e
M e m b e r  A S H R A E ,  C o m m i t t e e  O f f i c e r  @  I I R ,  
R e f r i g e r a t i o n  C h a i r  @  A H R A E  H O U S T O N  C h a p t e r

"Refrigeration systems use
basic physics to transfer heat
energy out of one area and
into another, leaving the first
area cooler than it was before
as in the cold store systems. 
The physical properties of the
refrigerant determine the
pressure and temperature
ranges of the system, along
with the rate of cycling
required for a given cooling
effect."

Ammonia Refrigeration Basics

Refrigeration systems use basic physics to
transfer heat energy out of one area and into
another, leaving the first area cooler than it
was before as in the cold store systems.
Various ice production systems and
temperature controlled warehouses (TCW)
use the same process on a larger scale.
Massive industrial facilities like oil & gas and
food processing plants rely on large-scale
refrigeration systems for their day-to-day
operations.

The most common type of industrial
refrigerating system is a positive
displacement (increase the pressure of
refrigerant thru movement of piston by
reducing its volume) vapor-compression
(Perkins cycle) refrigeration. This approach
uses a fluid called a refrigerant as the means
of moving heat around. Most of the time, the
refrigerant is a vapor. At one point in the
system, it’s compressed to become a liquid;
later, it’s allowed to expand and vaporize
again. The process repeats on a cycle. Each
time the refrigerant vaporizes, it absorbs
heat energy from its surroundings, and each
time it condenses, it releases that heat to its
new location. 

The physical properties of the refrigerant
determine the pressure and temperature
ranges of the system, along with the rate of
cycling required for a given cooling effect. In 
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Ammonia Refrigeration



Ammonia’s physical properties
make it effectively reliable and
efficient for large systems.
It breaks down quickly in the
environment and in the human
body, minimizing potential
environmental impact.
Any spill or accidental release can
be quickly identified, because of
ammonia’s strong odor.   Ammonia
has a high volumetric efficiency,
is naturally occurring, plentiful,
and completely renewable. Made
of one part Nitrogen and three
parts Hydrogen, ammonia is one of
the most abundant gases in the
environment.
While synthetic patented
refrigerants are being phased out
because of their harmful effects to
the environment, ammonia has
always had a Global Warming
Potential (GWP) of Zero and Ozone
Depletion Factor (ODP) of Zero.

Why Ammonia Refrigeration?

Ammonia (NH3) is a Natural choice of
refrigerant used on large cold chain
industries. Its following salient
features are reasons to consider for
choosing ammonia as refrigerant of
choice:

turn, those details determine the
efficiency of the refrigeration system
as a whole. The choice of refrigerant
is important, and many synthetic
materials were created for the
purpose. During the 20th  century
many kind of chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) gases such as CFC-12 &22 etc.
were developed and widely used,
until perhaps  mid-1985 , when their
destructive impact on the
environment (ozone hole over the
Antarctic in the South Pole) was
discovered and announced by
Laureates Sherwood Rowland &
Mario Molina.

Besides since ammonia is
not restricted by a patent,
anyone can produce it. This
keeps the supply bountiful,
the price low and makes
large-scale refrigeration
accessible to both
developed and developing
countries.

Ammonia is very efficient –
a relatively small amount is
needed to accomplish a
large reduction in
temperature. By using
ammonia-based
refrigeration systems, food
producers and cold
warehouses reduce both
energy use and energy
costs.
Anhydrous ammonia is a
clear liquid that boils at a
temperature of
-28°F(-33.3C).     In
refrigeration systems, the
liquid is stored in closed
containers under pressure.
When the pressure is
released, the liquid
evaporates rapidly,
generally forming an
invisible vapor or gas.
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Ammonia Refrigeration

"Ammonia’s

physical

properties

make it

effectively

reliable and

efficient for

large systems.

It breaks

down quickly

in the

environment

and in the

human body,

minimizing

potential

environmental

impact..."



According to the International Institute of

Ammonia Refrigeration (IIAR), ammonia is 8

to 15% has superior thermodynamic

properties (ammonia at 0.3bara vacuum =

-42C, whereas HCFC 22 at 0.3 bara vacuum =

-33C) than competitive refrigerants. This

allows an ammonia-based refrigeration

system to achieve the same cooling effect

while using less power. As a result, where

ammonia refrigeration is incorporated, its

overall system can provide a Low Life Cycle

Cost Analysis (LCCA).

This could lead to obtaining LEED

certifications from USGBC’s local chapter and

an eventual recipient to OSHA’s PSM (Process

Safety Management) and EPA’s RMP (Risk

Management Program) audit compliance and

certifications.  Thus OSHA & EPA compliances

are mandatory inspections expedited by

qualified inspectors on installations where 10

ton or more ammonia charge are required on

any such refrigeration system installations.

Ammonia breaks down in the environment

very quickly (lasting less than a week in the

air). Unlike synthetic refrigerants like CFCs, it

doesn’t damage the ozone layer. Most of

ammonia’s potential for harm relies on there

being too much of it in one place. Also, only

5% of globally produced NH3 are used as

refrigerant, while ammonia is mostly used as a

fertilizer and sprayed on fields for industrial

farming to increase global crop production.

M A N U C H E H R  M E H D I Z A D E H ,  B S M E  L i f e  T i m e
M e m b e r  A S H R A E ,  C o m m i t t e e  O f f i c e r  @  I I R ,
R e f r i g e r a t i o n  C h a i r  @  A H R A E
H O U S T O N  C h a p t e r

Also large quantities of ammonia should not

be vented in enclosed area, near open flames

or  heavy spark.  A proportion of 16 to 25% by

volume in air in the presence of an open flame

burns and could explode. Mains should be

sized carefully to provide low pressure drop

and avoid capacity or power penalties caused

by inadequate piping.   It is considered toxic

even at low concentration levels of 35 to 5o

mg/kg.

The pungent smell of ammonia can be noticed

when it’s only about 20 parts per million (ppm)

in the air. While some refrigerants have no

noticeable smell, allowing small leaks to go

unnoticed, that’s not the case with ammonia.

Even a tiny amount in the air will be obvious.

Importantly, the detectable concentration is

much lower than the concentration that will

cause immediate harm.
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Ammonia Refrigeration

"The ammonia’s physical properties are best

suited to large refrigeration systems, there is

likely to be a large amount of ammonia in

any system that uses it. Any water in the

system would freeze and obstruct piping.

Hence ammonia refrigerating systems must

use anhydrous (dry) ammonia gas, (without

water or other impurities). The physics of

vapor-compression refrigeration require the

system to use enough pressure to compress

the gas into liquid. Together, this means the

refrigeration system uses required amount of

pure ammonia under high pressure...."





Ammonia Purity Requirements
Purity. Ammonia used for the initial and subsequent charging of ammonia

refrigeration systems using mechanical compression shall meet the following purity as

per IIAR requirements:
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AKASH AGARWAL -

CEO, CRYSTAL GROUP

“There is going to be

storage and

distribution at every

level. So you start

from imports, you

start from

factories, they

require storage &

distribution at each

touch point, right

from reefer vans to

foot soldiers.."
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 Cold Chain Handling

Photo: Akash Agarwal
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How do you evaluate the cold

chain logistics Industry from

previous years to now?

The transition in the cold chain

logistics has happened in a big way.

If you have started 20 yrs back in

terms of cold chain logistics the

movement of cold chain was not

great. It was in a very premature

stage and it was mostly used for ice

cream & butter or dairy products

predominantly. But today we have a

bunch of other products also such as

QSR, confectionaries, meat, marine

etc. The transition is happening as

the industry is growing. Food

factories and parks are coming up in

the country which is a boosting

factor.

Can you briefly describe what

your company does?

We are more than 20 yrs in this cold

chain industry. And we understand

the entire gamut of primary logistics,

the warehousing and also the last

mile delivery. We understand the

business in terms of food , pharma

and we have expertise in handling

the cold chain with our experienced

team, who understand the cold

chain and the integrity required to

handle the perishable cargo.

Do you cover the whole of the

India?

Today we have almost all India reach,

where we have been able to cover all

major cities by our reefer

transportation plus we have also been

able to create cold chain warehouses

prominently in the coastal areas. We

started with Kolkata, now we are

expanding it with Bhubaneshwar &

Visakhapatnam. We are coming up in

JNPT and in the north we are looking

at Delhi. In terms of palletized cold

storage, by 2021 we are growing to

24000 pallet capacity. The major

challenge in the cold chain industry is

the lack of expertise, lack of trained

manpower, and the lack of returned

cargo for reefer transportation plus the

know-how of handling the product is

one of the biggest challenges that has

been faced. People do not understand

the various temperatures and how

they have to be maintained and the

products have to be stored.

What are the biggest

challenges facing in the Indian cold

chain industry?

Key driving factor, since India is one

of the largest producers of fruits &

vegetables in the world and we are

also one of the largest producers of

dairy products. Our in house

consumption is also great that there is

high potential of the growth which

can be attained in this sector. We are

not exporting-
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even 1% of the fruit & vegetable

produce that we are producing today.

So even if we are able to increase the

f&v market or the processing of these

products, we would be able to cater

to the large sector of this industry. We

have a large coastline so the marine

industry can benefit a lot. We can

increase our marine export.

How has business fared in 2020

compared to previous years?

I think the ice cream industry has

suffered a lot due to the COVID 19

pandemic. If you talk about overall

impact, COVID 19 has impacted the

cold chain industry as well where the

food industry faced difficulties in

storage & transportation of harvested

&  processed produce. However the

pharma industry has been able to do

well and done a great job. So the

impact of COVID 19 has been seen of

course, but the learning has also been

great where people have shifted to e-

commerce and the trend is growing 

day by day in terms of frozen food

deliveries.

Could you discuss the

opportunities for cold chain

business in 2021 in this area?

I think there is a massive opportunity

in the cold chain industry where you

will be looking at a complete cold

chain right from the manufacturer to

the consumer of the vaccine so a

highly efficient cold chain will be

required. We have been talking about

cold chain for the last 25 years and

never have seen the opportunities on

such a large scale where people

could really get benefitted through

cold chain infrastructure in a big way.

We do not have an efficient cold

chain system in the county, rather we

only have cold storages if we say,

which are used by 99% of potatoes

and mass produce fruits like banana

etc. But COVID 19 pandemic is a great

eye opener for the entire world and

so for India and at least in India we 
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have been seeing that we are still not

well well equipped with

manufacturing and distributing large

scale vaccines when it comes to cold

chain. There is not a single player who

can deliver Tier1, Tier2 or Tier 3

efficiently. Catering Tier 1 is still a

difficult task so Tier 2 & Tier 3 is a

dream away. And the opportunities

as I said that you could create various

linkages in terms of storage at the

airports, storage at the hospitals,

transportation in terms of reefer vans,

primary & secondary transportation

and creation of large scale cold chain

hubs because that is going to be

required to store and distribute the

goods.

How fast is the industrial

side growing especially in pharma

sector?

There is going to be a huge shift

in the business strategy because

there is going to be large scale

distribution for the pharma industry

once the vaccine comes in, there is

going to be storage and distribution

at every level. So you start from

imports, you start from factories, they

require storage & distribution at each

touch point, right from reefer vans to

foot soldiers. You will need to train all

who are involved in the process, the

front line workers, the back line workers

in urban & rural areas. I think the

strategy has to be planned in such a

way  that all 750 districts in India should

be covered effectively. So, the business

strategy is going to be changed for the

Pharma industry forever.

What are you most looking forward

to doing as CEO of Crystal Group?

We are gearing up with bringing

innovation in our products & services,

especially in portable cold chain

solutions where we would like to create

a large scale storage across the country

covering pharma manufacturing hubs,

airports, logistic centers, hospitals,

healthcare centers, distribution centers.

We are also looking at developing a

complete ecosystem where larger cold

storage warehouses would

work as mother hubs, the products can

be distributed through refrigerated

transport vehicles and can be stored in

portable reefer containers at customer’s

end thus creating a complete cold

chain infrastructure.
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COLD STORAGE:
DELIVERING ON CUSTOMERS’
NEEDS

"Indian
conventional cold
stores have their
own challenges in
terms of providing
customised
services, proper
racking system for
easy storage,
quality of
machineries &
forklift, skilled
labours and other
value added
services."

MAERSK  IS  TICKING  ALL  THE  RIGHT  BOXES  WITH  A

STATE-OF-THE-ART  COLD  STORAGE  FACILITY  NEAR  CHENNAI

FOR  ITS  CUSTOMERS  WITH  THE  REQUIREMENTS  OF  IMPORT  AND

EXPORT  OF  PERISHABLE  GOODS

Over the last few years, Maersk

has embarked on the journey of

integrating container logistics

for its customers and providing

end-to-end solutions. This

means that the customers

booking their shipments with

Maersk do not limit their

logistics to ocean shipping

alone but get a lot more than

that.

An important part of this end-to-

end journey is the one that

includes storing perishable

goods in facilities that can ensure

retention exact of quality of the

goods when they exit the facility

as it was when they entered. To

drive results to this effect, Maersk

invested in setting

up a cold storage facility on the

outskirts of Chennai that would

match any international facility

and equipped it with state-of-the-

art systems to deliver on its

promise to the customers.

Located in Anupampattu Village,

Ponneri Taluk, Tamil Nadu,

approximately 12 kms from two

major ocean ports of Kattupalli

and Ennore, the cold storage

facility is also well connected

with the new Chennai Outer Ring

road that in turn connects to all

major South Indian cities such as

Bangalore, Hyderabad, Trichy

Coimbatore, Kochi etc. The outer

ring road connectivity also

makes sure that the cargo can

move smoothly without getting

impacted by the Chennai city

traffic.

The typical cold storage

challenges and their solutions:

Indian conventional cold stores

have their own challenges in terms

of providing customised services,

proper racking system for easy

storage, quality of machineries &

forklift, skilled labours and other

value added services. 
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FURTHER, A COMMON
CHALLENGE FACED BY
THE MERCHANTS
TRADING PERISHABLE
GOODS IS HOW WELL
THE COLD CHAIN
INTEGRITY IS
MAINTAINED
THROUGHOUT THE
COLD CHAIN CYCLE.

A m o n g s t  t h e  f r e s h  p r o d u c e ,  

e s p e c i a l l y  f r u i t s  s u c h  a s  a p p l e s

p e a r s  a n d  k i w i s  n e e d  c o l d  s t o r a g e  

f a c i l i t y .  T r a d e r s  p r e f e r  t o  s t o r e  

t h e i r  f r u i t s  i n  c o l d  s t o r e  t o  

o v e r c o m e  t h e  s h o r t  s h e l f - l i f e  

o f  t h e  p e r i s h a b l e  t e m s  a n d  b e a t  

t h e  e x t e r n a l  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  

c o n d i t i o n s  w h i c h  d a m a g e  t h e  

q u a l i t y  o f  t h e i r  p r o d u c e .  F u r t h e r ,

 a  c o m m o n  c h a l l e n g e  f a c e d  b y  t h e

 m e r c h a n t s  t r a d i n g  p e r i s h a b l e  g o o d s  i s  h o w  w e l l

t h e  c o l d  c h a i n  i n t e g r i t y  i s  m a i n t a i n e d

t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  c o l d  c h a i n  c y c l e .

A t  t h e  M a e r s k  c o l d  s t o r e ,  2 4 x 7  u n d i s r u p t e d

p o w e r  s u p p l y  i s  m a n a g e d  b y  m e a n s  o f  a n

a u t o m a t i c  s w i t c h o v e r  g e n s e t ,  t h u s  e n s u r i n g  t h a t

t h e  c a r g o  i s  a l w a y s  s t o r e d  a t  r i g h t  t e m p e r a t u r e

w i t h  n o  p o w e r  d i s r u p t i o n s  a f f e c t i n g  t h e  c a r g o .

A l l  c o l d  c h a i n  v a l u e s  a r e  s t r i c t l y  a d h e r e d  t o  a n d

a b s o l u t e  t r a n s p a r e n c y  i s  p r o v i d e d  t o  a l l  t h e

c u s t o m e r s .  I n  f a c t ,  M a e r s k  o f f e r s  c o l d  s t o r e

s o l u t i o n s  t h a t  a r e  c u s t o m i s e d  t o  t h e  c u s t o m e r s ’

r e q u i r e m e n t s  a n d  c a n  b e  i n t e g r a t e d  u n d e r  o n e

r o o f .

T a i l o r - m a d e  s o l u t i o n s  f o r  m u l t i p l e

r e q u i r e m e n t s  M a e r s k  h a s  s p l i t  i t s  c o l d  s t o r a g e

f a c i l i t y  i n  t w o  p a r t s  –  o n e  i s  a  c u s t o m s - n o t i f i e d

e x p o r t  a n d  i m p o r t  c o l d  s t o r a g e  w h i l e  t h e  o t h e r

i s  a  d o m e s t i c  c o l d  s t o r a g e .  B e i n g  a t t a c h e d  t o

c o n t a i n e r  f r e i g h t  s t a t i o n s  ( C F S ) ,  e a s e  o f  s t o r i n g

e x p o r t  a n d  i m p o r t  c a r g o  i s  m u c h  h i g h e r .
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Further, the cold storage has multiple
chambers which can accommodate chilled,
frozen and ambient temperature controlled
cargo. This enables different commodities like
seafood, protein, fruits & vegetables, processed
foods and even pharmaceuticals to be stored as
per individual requirements.

A  O N E - S T O P - S H O P  
of all the customer supply
chain requirements.
However, what really makes a difference at
this facility is the possibility of offering multiple
values added services, including but not limited to
labelling, packing, repacking, sorting and grading
(manual), palletisation, container lashing and
choking, blast freezing etc. These services make the
facility a one-stop-shop of all the customer supply
chain requirements.

The added advantage of an unbroken cycle
Perishable cargo is sensitive to external
environment, which means that it needs to be
moved in an unbroken cycle of cold chain, from farm
to fork. This is where the integrated solution offered
by Maersk comes into play in addition to the cold
storage facility. Offering firs mile and last mile
container movement services to and from
hinterlands in the country by Maersk becomes the
strongest proposition for customers who need a
single window access to entire logistics support.
Additionally, Maersk takes care of booking- 

"Offering first mile and last mile
container movement services"

"accredited as per
international standards."

- management, transportation,
stuffing/packing at the cold store,
customs clearance, necessary
documentation like phytho
certification or
certificate of origin, and of course
reliable ocean services as per
customers’ requirements. Especially
in current times, having resilient
supply chains has become the most
important aspect for every business.
The exporters or importers have been
traditionally dealing with multiple
vendors to take care of the various
aspects of their supply chain and 
have had to tackle complex processes
which include friction at various 

stages, generally move slowly and at
times it is not resilient enough for the
demands of the situation. With Maersk’s
‘end to end cold chain solution’ coupled
the cold store facility, the complexities
are being simplified and supply chains
are getting more resilient and reliable.
What’s more?
The Maersk cold chain facility is
accredited as per international
standards. In addition to the general
certifications of
ISO and AEO, the facility is also certified
with commodity specific certifications
like GDP for pharmaceuticals, EIA and
MPEDA certification for seafood
and FSSAI certification for food products
which ensure that the standard
operating procedures followed are
aligned with the best practices and
guidelines for each commodity.ColdChainManagement Annual 2020-21
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Influence

of cold storage operation on its

refrigeration system performance

efrigeration systems are

widely installed in India

more than 60 years . We have

developed knowhow and

technology to manufacture

refrigeration equipments in

India. We also have world

class design, engineering,

installation and

commissioning team &

knowledge for refrigeration

system.

Fortunately India has

been using sustainable

natural refrigerant

“Ammonia” for over 100

years. Many refrigeration

systems for cold storages

and food processing

industries installed are

more than 20-35 years

old. 

They were designed and

installed with technology

available during those days

for cold chain industry in

India since 1930.  All world

leading brands on Ammonia 

R refrigeration have their regional

office or exclusive distributors in

India. ‘

Make in India’ equipment almost

exist on major installations.

Government supports has been

fairly available. Hopefully Indian

standards for refrigeration

system design, Installation, &

safety will be standardized. 

India is contributing to ensure

environmental safety.

Knowledge & capability is

available within India to

conceptualize design, Install

world class sustainable, energy

efficient, safe, & simple to

operate Industrial refrigeration

system. 

In-house capability and

knowledge are available to

design and install fully

automated plant year-round. 

However some of the weakness

of Indian cold chain industry

such as on large  sectors, systems

are not designed, installed,

commissioned , operate

and maintained by qualified

persons; where priority is

provided only on lowest initial

investment , less awareness &

lack of willingness to encourage

industry safety  practices in

refrigeration.

Developers see the investment

on safety as non-productive

investment, lack of willingness to

follow authorized applicable

standards, creating SOP/

documents, HAZOP study and

auditing compliance.  Plants are

installed and equipment are

selected based on what others

have executed without

evaluating specific project

requirements.

There seems lack of education,

certification and training.

Perception is investing on

knowledge; training, developing

skill are waste of time & money.

Commonly asked question by all

concern is “Are the room

temperature maintained

properly?” if not then always

blame is on refrigeration system

ColdChainManagement Annual 2020-21
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Cooling Bananas 
Every third banana on the planet is produced in India. 9
million tons are produced within the state of Tamil
Nadu, but over the years farmers of Tamil Nadu have
witnessed a post-harvest loss of 30%. A huge problem
which the Danish company Danfoss and the
Confederation of Indian Industry decided to fix
together. Danfoss has worked on two interventions
based on the company’s global expertise in cooling.
First, pre-cooling the newly harvested bananas to
extend the shelf life and quality of the bananas. Second,
ripening chambers have resulted in better efficiencies
and better control. “We see cold chain as a game
changer. The two interventions have resulted in three
times higher value for the farmers and a wastage
reduction of nearly 20%” says Ravi Purushothaman,
President of Danfoss India.

Local Control 
Director of the National Research Center for Bananas,
driven by the Indian Government, Dr S. Uma, explains
that cold chain is ultimately about giving the millions of
farmers control over their crops: “India is a vast country
and even sending bananas from the south to the north
becomes equivalent to exportation – it is a huge
process. So here, cold chain has a major impact.
Previously, we were concentrating on producing more.
Now we understand the use of post-harvest
management techniques”

A Game Changer
The new technology has been a game changer for
banana farmer Mr. Sivamani from Tamil Nadu: “Ten
years ago, we had 10 employees. Today, 200 families
are dependent on this farm. New technologies like cold
chain and reefer containers have made it possible for us
to extend the quality and shelf life of the bananas, and
we have exported the first bananas to Europe. My
dream is that soon we will export to the whole world.”

NEWS: Banana Dreams Come
True in Tamil Nadu
Sept. 2020
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 and its team for non-achievement of

required room temperature or the product

parameters.  In this article we will focus on

external factors affecting performance in

the refrigeration system, which begins

with conceptualization stage of the facility.

To understand influencing factors on

refrigeration system, we need to study and

understand various categories of cold

storages for food preservation, few of

which are stated below.

·  CA storage for long term fruits and

vegetables.

·  ACUs

at temperature of 0℃ and above.

·   High temperature freezers at -2℃ to

-3℃.

·  Low temperature rooms for general

frozen product :-20 to -29℃

·  Low temperature storage at -20 to -29℃ 

with surplus of refrigeration product

received at above -18℃

The refrigeration system is

the main energy consumption source in

the entire cold chain. 

A Typical refrigeration system

consumes approx 75% of  total

power requirement of cold storage

impacting on operating cost as

shown in Table: 1 below.

Pursuing the updated industry

trend by

digitalizing & 

automation, 

optimizes energy 

of refrigeration 

system and

makes operation 

profitable.

There are various 

external factors

which contribute to energy

efficient trouble free

refrigeration system. Some
such areas which we need to
concentrate on, are stated
below:

· Availability of power and

water helps for uninterrupted

operation and  better system

performance.

· Proper plant security prevents

unauthorized persons entry

and helps to prevents

accidents.

· Unplanned and delayed

loading and unloading

operation brings in continuous

hot ambient, humid air inside

dock and cold rooms affecting

the temperatures maintenance

of the product stored inside

cold rooms. 10 to 12 hours of

loading and unloading 

operation in a day can be

considered as heavy

loading whereas

acceptable period is 4

hours

. Loading Docks should be

temperature controlled

designed to prevent hot

ambient humid air entry

during loading/unloading

operation. As shown below

,number of rapid opening

dock doors with dock seal,

dock levellers to be

decided based on fast track

product movement in a

day.

- Room dimension to be

decided based on daily

product intake and  specific

customer requirements.

Too large size rooms may

affect temperature

maintenance.
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- It is important to constantly monitor
daily input being taken inside rooms
along with inlet temperature of
product w.r.t designed capacity of  
rooms and inlet temperature of
product. on both cases maintenance
of room/product temperature are not
possible to achieve.

- Temperature  Excursions -
Temperature excursion is a deviation

from given instructions . In case of

certain product this term is commonly

used when maintenance and recording

of uniform product temperature is

absolutely mandatory . It is defined in

the WHO Model Guidance as “an

excursion event in 

which Time Temperature Sensitive

Pharmaceutical Product (TTSPP) is exposed

to temperatures outside the range(s)

prescribed for storage and/or transport .

Temperature ranges for storage and

transport may be the same or different ; they

are determined by the product

manufacturer .

Applicable for any product consumed by

human being . Preparation and strictly

following special System Operating

Procedures (SOP) will help to achieve

desired requirement

-Proper layout as shown below of cold

storage  helps to achieve desired results

from the refrigeration system .
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The recommended approach to overcome all above external factor
affecting the refrigeration plant performance are as below: 
- Digitization of entire cold storage activity with remote monitoring  helps

to monitor and control external factors affecting the refrigeration system

performance. 

- Reduce human dependence as far as possible. 

- Create proper measures such as data recording , bar coding, tagging

system ,etc.to avoid human error and intervention 

-  We should be able to monitor entire cold storage operation remotely. 

- Automation to be developed to help plant operator to obtain desired

parameters.

Cold Store Operations

The above sample layout shows

proper location of plant room

w.r.t. Cold rooms, location of Air

Cooling Units (ACU), proper

locations of other utilities such

as charging station, entry of

service persons, etc. This avoids

unauthorised entry and

frequent entries inside the

premises, avoiding frequent

entry inside cold rooms for

maintenance and operation,

and in turn helps to maintain

proper temperatures. Location

of cold room w.r.t ante

rooms and dock as shown

above also helps to

maintenance of desired room

temperatures. Optimum traffic

on material and manpower

movement flow inside cold

room also helps  achieving

desired results. The number

and size of cold rooms must be

decided based on how much

percentage of products

are for rooms on chiller mode

and those for freezing mode.

Initially when plant is new, we

may not get clear picture

about plant performance &

operation related issues. When

plant operation reaches its

maximum set limit then, plant

operation related issues start

affecting the performance of

the refrigeration system and

always blame is given to

refrigeration system rather

than looking into factors

affecting performance of the

refrigeration system. Facility

owners normally provide more

trust on keeping more and

more production/storage /

maintenance of temperature,

rather than plant performance,

its operation and maintenance

and safety. These results into

non maintenance of desired

temperature parameters, poor

plant performance,

rise in energy consumption,

increase in running hours of

compressors and increasing

cases of breakdown along with

rise in operating cost.

Anil D Gulanikar, Immediate past
President of Association of

Ammonia Refrigeration (AAR ) &
Director of ammonia refrigeration

consulting firm  “DAG-TECH-
SERVICES” based out of Pune,

India | Member of AAR, ASHRAE,
& ISHRAE

To conclude following are
salient points to
remember:
·  For any cold chain
operation, ensuring
external factor affecting
the desired refrigeration
plant performance must be
taken into account.
 
· Thus optimization of
OPEX, system reliability,
safety & security, and rise 
productivity together with
improved working
environment

·   Every year proper
analysing and evaluating
present operation by
external expert will help to
optimize the entire cold
storage operation. 

·   While replacement of
equipment if any, Optimize
Capex along with Opex.
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R E F R I G E R A T I O N  S Y S T E M "



Payounidhi Tamotia, 
President-Sales  Marketing, 

Kingspan Jindal Pvt. Ltd.

"The Indian market is
on the cusp of a

revolutionary change
with the expansion of

middle class and
affluence coming into

the middle classes. The
increase in demand for

fresh produce, meat
and perishable

packaged foods is
leading to significant
growth in this sector,
which is increasingly

relying on sustainable
cold chain network."

Photo: Payounidhi Tamotia
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What are your best-known

products/services/solutions?

Kingspan was founded in 1965 in

Ireland. Today, Kingspan is a global

leader in high-performance insulation

and building envelope solutions

having global Kingspan Group

headquartered in Ireland.

Kingspan globally has 15000 plus

employees having 156 manufacturing

sites an having presence in 70

countries worldwide. Kingspan is

committed to enabling a net zero

emissions future and is own as leading

manufacturer of PUR / PIR /Mineral

Wool Insulated panels, Access Floors,

Architectural roofing system,

Architectural façade system, Clean

Room, Cold Storage system, Air &

Daylight systems, Protection systems.

Which industry sectors are your

customers in and which ones are

growing fastest?

The Kingspan Insulated panels can be

used in almost all segments like Cold

Storages, Controlled 

atmosphere solutions, PEB building, Pre

Fab Construction, Poultry & Hatcheries,

Slaughter houses, Defence, Schools,

Hospitality, Pharma, Clean Room

application, Hospitals, Fisheries, Marine,

Shelters, Site offices, Commercial

Buildings, warehousing, Industries,

Sheds, Airports, Metro, Railway Stations,

Refrigerated vans, and many more

applications. Few of the segments,

which are gaining demand is PEB

structure buildings, Airports in the

country being build, Metro stations,

Defence, Hospitals in current epidemic

situation of COVID.  The advantage of

using these products is mainly energy

saving, faster construction, dry

construction, environment friendly, fire

safe.

What are your most recent product

innovations?

It’s been Kingspan mantra for almost 50

years, Superior u-values + Air Tightness +

Optimized lighting + Renewables

creates low-energy, resilient building

envelopes. Across our business, we are

dedicated to innovation in product and

building design
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"The advantage of using these
products is mainly energy

saving, faster construction, dry
construction, environment

friendly, fire safe."
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 to take our built landscape to the next level of

energy-efficiency. Talk to us about incorporating

Kingspan innovation into your buildings.

Kingspan Quadcore technology is Hybrid PIR

Insulated panel, which has better thermal

properties and is completely environment

friendly and fire safe product. Kingzip Infiniti is

the latest addition to the successful and proven

Kingzip standing seam cladding system,

enabling the most complex and ambitious

3d forms to be created for statement buildings. 

Our Kingspan Zero Energy Lighting (ZEL)

solution combines the latest in polycarbonate

rooflight products, LED lighting with smart

dimming controls and photovoltaic 

technology to create a bespoke package 

that can eliminate lighting energy costs.

"What are the major trends and 

developments affecting your category and

your customers, and how are you 

responding?

Given in today’s scenario, wherein Energy 

being a major concern, Fire safety as 

important factor and the need of having 

more and more green buildings, faster

completion period of projects, the customers

have started understanding the importance of

going from traditional methodology of

construction to modern advanced and effective

method of constructing a building, which gives

us an opportunity to contribute in large manner

and Kingspan globally is committed to do so.

Any new technology takes time to accept and

slowly the world is moving in right direction.

While the world is pushing for new technology,

it also builds forces companies like Kingspan to

innovate and provide better solutions to

building envelope.

How does business in 2020 compared to

previous years? What’s your strategy for

succeeding in the current climate?

We started the year 2020 with positive 

movement from the market, however by the

time March ended, we were trapped with a

virus called COVID 19 which has impacted the

whole world economy. We are trying our best to

come out of the crisis and are committed to

support our employees and their families. We

have been trying to contribute in difficult times

by providing solutions to hospitals, Cold

storages, Covid Shelters….

Sustainability & Planet passionate are the key

focus area of Kingspan Kingspan is committed

to do so. For us planet passionate means……

Can you tell us about any recent customer

contracts and how you helped the customer

meet their challenges?

I think at Kingspan, we face challenges very day

whether it is related to Controlled Temperature,

Water & Air control, Energy Cost, Humidity

control, Thermal performance, supporting our

farmers, protecting our food & vegetables, meat

& fish or providing human comfort, our team is

there to provide solutions to our customers and

they are happy to interact with us as we

do not sell products but believe in educating

the customers with the best solution and

guarantee them performance for life.

What’s the latest news from your company?

Kingspan is not only committed to provide best

of the products but also contribute to

environment and as a part of protect the planet 
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initiative, Kingspan has made the World GBC’s

Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment,

promising to reach Net Zero operating

emissions in our portfolio by 2030, and to

advocate for all buildings to be Net Zero in

operation by 2050. We are also the key global

partner for the World GBC’s Advancing Net Zero

global project.

Can you tell us about any areas where you’re

currently making technical advances?

IPN-QuadCore

Imagine if you could bring a new level of

performance to buildings... that’s the challenge

we set our innovation lab – to push the

boundaries of what’s possible from an insulated

panel core. This scientific breakthrough has led

to a completely new core material for our

insulated panels that delivers the industry’s

highest thermal performance, superior fire

protection and enhanced environmental

credentials. 

Technology decisions made today can impact

the value of property tomorrow. That’s why our

building performance team will be there every

step of the way, helping navigate

the complexities of a changing legislative

landscape and a competitive property

market. Bringing our expertise in ‘whole

building analysis’ to bear on maximising the

return on building envelope investment. All

backed by peace of mind and a unique 40 year

thermal and structural guarantee that’s

unrivalled among advanced building systems.

Could you please share your views on Cold

Chain Sector for our magazine readers?

The Indian cold chain industry, once limited 

only to a few produce types till as late as the

first decade of this century, is transforming from

traditional quantity stores for stand-alone

commodities to quality cold chain- hence

integrating various missing links. Thus, various

business models utilizing cold chain logistic

services at different stages have been recognized

and well established on commercial lines.

Few, worth mentioning are bulk stores in the areas

of concentrated centers of production,

multi-commodity multi-chambers cold stores

around areas of consumption, controlled and

modified atmosphere cold stores, fruit ripening

chambers, IQF and blast freezing, freeze stores etc.

More important is the trend towards complete

refrigerated supply chain for the fresh and

processed items like, milk and dairy, meat,

confectionary and pharma, and of course, the

fresh produce.

The Indian market is on the cusp of a revolutionary

change with the expansion of middle class and

affluence coming into the middle classes. The

increase in demand for fresh

produce, meat and perishable packaged foods is

leading to significant growth in this sector, which

is increasingly relying on sustainable cold chain

network.

"India is one of the largest producers of

agricultural produce and has abundant

supply base of different produce. There

is an increasing awareness that agri-

logistics require to develop with a

delivery bias, to link with demand across

regions, and not merely as a buffer

against local demand. Distance and time

assumes importance as the disparity of

prices also induces movement."
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Decoding

Decoding the ‘Lockdown’
Supply Chain of High demand

and perceived scarcity
ven as the Indian state and
central government
announces various steps to
contain the COVID-19
pandemic in India through an
extended lockdown, Indian
households continue to
battle fear of scarcity and
uncertainty over access to
daily essentials.

While the government has
recently announced a the list
of sectors that can resume
operations from 20th April,
Including the flow of goods
in the country, across district
and state borders, the
perceived scarcity of
essentials continues to
plague those confined in
their homes, in a bid to fight
the infection.

E
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While people are following

instructions like social distancing,

wearing of masks, and sanitising

hands etc., the frequent outpouring

of people to the liquor stores,

grocery stores and super markets has

also presented a risk of spreading

infection, as a large number of

people throng the area.

In addition to the risk of spreading

infection, this bulk buying and

hoarding due to perceived scarcity

of essentials, has also gravely

impacted the food and essentials

supply chain, causing stress across

the manufacturing, FMCG and food

supply chain across the country. 

Breaking down this cause and effect,

we can understand the impact, as

under:

Decoding

“It is important to
note here that while
the consumption
seems to have
increased, from the
purchase patterns,
in reality, the end
user is consuming
the same amount as
they did earlier. The
only difference is in
the hoarding of
inventory.”
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1. Bulk Buying and Hoarding: For an

average person who would purchase an X

amount of grocery and stapes for a family

of four, now ends of bulk buying and

hoarding, purchasing up to 3 to 4X for

every trip to the grocery store.

This results in unavailability for the other

consumers, who also seek to purchase up

to 2 to 3X times their regular consumption,

in the bid to escape the fear of scarcity.

With almost every consumer exhibiting

similar 2-4 times enhanced consumption,

the retail supply chain immediately comes

under stress, to help match up the sudden

increase in demand.

It is important to note here that while the

consumption seems to have increased,

from the purchase patterns, in reality, the

end user is consuming the same amount as

they did earlier. The only difference is in

the hoarding of inventory.

2. Sluggish supply chain: The stress

created due to the sudden rise in demand

is further intensified with the slowing

down of the supply chain, with lock down

restrictions that has made transportation

slow and sporadic.On the other hand,

warehouses are also either stuck with a

huge inventory, that is just sitting there,

waiting to be transported, or is facing

challenges with specialized storage for

perishables and lack of manpower to

manage the warehouses. In addition to the

challenges in movement of goods and

build-up of inventory in the warehouses, 

DECODING
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the logistics and supply chain

sector is also marred with a

severe shortage of manpower,

further resulting in delays,

reduced supplies, and sporadic,

inconsistent deliveries.

3. Impaired manufacturing:
While the government has

announced select

manufacturing units to remain

operational so as to ensure

regular availability of FMCG and

daily essential, the sudden rise

in demand and the half

capacity operations are

contradictories that are

throwing this balance off gear.

While most manufacturers do

have a backup inventory that

can ensure uninterrupted

supply for a shorter span, the

extended lockdown and the

continuous hoarding and bulk

buying, are only adding to the

problem that has become a

vicious cycle. Having said this, it

is time to re-look at the

consumption patterns, and,

from an end consumer point of

view, create awareness about

conscious consumption. With

the help of last mile service

providers such as LoveLocal,

BigBasket, Scootsy, Swiggy,

Dunzo and Zomato etc., the

industry has been trying to

create a more accessible and

steady supply for essentials. But

for the cycle to break, a vital

question on consumption

patterns needs to be address at

the earliest.
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Having said this, it

is time to re-look at

the consumption

patterns, and, from

an end consumer

point of view,

create awareness

about conscious

consumption-

Aditya Vazirani,

CEO, Robinsons

Global Logistics

Solutions

Decoding
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BASICS ON 

AIR CONDITIONING

VRS REFRIGERATION

"While air conditioning system are
highly recommended for human
health & comfort, conversely the
refrigeration
system plays a more strategic role
without which the modern world
could not exist, as it also plays a
major role in today’s global
economy with significant
contributions towards food, health,
thermal comfort, energy and
environmental domains."

efore I discuss the impact of refrigeration
(or cold chain) industries in our daily
lives, it is imperative that we briefly
discuss the status of air conditioning
industries in our daily lives too.   It is ironic
that both industries are covered by heat
transfer system, both following
Thermodynamic Principles, and using the
Psychrometric Chart to begin their heat
load calculations, but yet these and
other factors seem to be handled
differently.
 
While Refrigeration is the ‘R’ letter in
ASHRAE and both are individual
industries conforming to relevant
ANSI/ASHRAE Standards & Codes, but it is
interesting to note that besides ASHRAE,
Refrigeration further follows applicable
codes & standards set forth by IIAR of
USA and supporting authoritative
associations.   European countries in
addition to ASHRAE, also tend to follow
codes & standards set forth by
UN/USNC-affiliated to IIR (located in
Paris-France), maintaining strict support
toward its other affiliated standards. 
Also, in refrigeration system design work,
we refer to Pressure-Enthalpy diagram
and at times the Mollier Chart, where the
properties of fluids are graphically 

B
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Basics

presented. It is also worth
mentioning that during 2019,
ASHRAE TC 1.6, Terminology,
expanded its inside ASHRAE
harmonization efforts by going
outside ASHRAE for the first
time.

They worked with
Refrigeration Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs) from ASHRAE
and the International
Institute of Refrigeration (IIR)
to create agreed-upon
harmonized definitions for
terms used by both IIR and
ASHRAE.

As defined by ASHRAE, the 

human healthcare & comfort
Air Conditioning systems
usually work a small, well-
defined range of evaporating
temperatures, typically
2C to 13C.  Because of
these limited temperatures
and the large market for air
conditioning equipment,
manufacturers can
standardize their equipment
and package it for volume
production at lower cost.
While air conditioning
system are highly
recommended for human
health & comfort,
conversely the refrigeration
system plays a more strategic 

THE REFRIGERATION INDUSTRY
SUPPORTS VARIOUS
APPLICATIONS, EXTENSIVELY
INVOLVED IN CHILLING &
FREEZING TECHNOLOGIES.
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Basics

role without which the
modern world could not
exist, as it also plays a major
role in today’s global
economy with significant
contributions towards food,
health, thermal comfort,
energy and environmental
domains.

On the other hand, ASHRAE
defines Refrigeration as the
process of moving heat from
one location to another by
use of refrigerant gas in a
closed refrigeration cycle.
Oil management, gas &
liquid separation, sub-
cooling, superheating and
piping
of refrigerant 
liquid, gas and 
two-phase flow 
are all part of 
refrigeration.

Furthermore, 
ammonia 
refrigeration 
applies to air 
conditioning, 
commercial 
refrigeration and 
industrial 
refrigeration. IIR 
estimates  

that impact on climate
change thru refrigeration
sector account for approx.
20% of the overall
electricity used worldwide
and 10% of global
greenhouse gas emissions.
Thus, the sustainable
growth of refrigeration
sector in the coming years
is due to cooling needs in
various fields of our lives
and off course demand for
decrease in global
warming. 
The Refrigeration industry
supports various
applications, extensively
involved in chilling &
freezing technologies.

Basically the functions
of refrigeration
systems are : a) to
reduce the temp of
substance- the act of
cooling; b) to
transform a substance
(phase change
function) from one
state to another –as
water to ice; c) to
transform a substance
from one state to
another
– as in the storage of
ice or the preservation
of food products.  In
the refrigeration
sector, particularly the
industrial refrigeration
systems commonly
operates 18-20 hrs.
per day, as compared
to perhaps 8-10 hrs.
per day for air
conditioning systems.
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Basics

Generally   equipment materials on

industrial

refrigeration systems tend to be heavy-

duty and when designed and installed

correctly, remains durable for perhaps up

to 30 to 40 years of its operation period,

as compared to 20-25 years for air

conditioning systems.

Besides in the refrigeration sector, it is

not the volume of gas pumped nor the

piston displacement of the compressor

determines the amount of cooling

performed. Rather the amount of cooling

depends on the weight of the gas

condensed and evaporated.   This would

mean that the production of low

temperature

requires circulation of large quantities of

low-pressure gas.  

This is where the ‘natural’ choice 

selecting ammonia refrigerant gas

stands undisputed,   because its

characteristics at 20F evaporating and

95F condensing temp , results on the

volume ratio of liquid to vapor for say

one TR has been calculated as 1:238,

which is by far the highest & the best

ratio achieved as compared to other

refrigerants. On the economic side, for

2018-19, IIR estimated that with 15 million

people globally employed in the

refrigeration sector, where it is debated

that total global sales of refrigeration

equipment

M A N U C H E H R  M E H D I Z A D E H ,  B S M E  L I F E
T I M E  M E M B E R  A S H R A E ,  C O M M I T T E E
O F F I C E R  @  I I R ,  R E F R I G E R A T I O N  C H A I R  @
A S H R A E  H O U S T O N  C H A P T E R

estimates to perhaps over 190 Billion

USD.   While the air conditioning & heat

pump sector globally employs far more

than 15 million people and its global sales

during 2018-19 was estimated between

100 to 120 Billion USD.

Finally it is imperative to

mention that the ‘World

Refrigeration Day’ for the year

2020 takes place on (every)

June 26th , celebrated as the

national day of cooling – sort

of coolest day of the year, also

supported by ASHRAE & IIR. 

This day celebrated as an

opportunity on tremendous

contributions that

Refrigeration and Air

Conditioning brings to our

Societies.
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COLD CHAIN LOGISTICS

Avdhut Gawde, Head of Cold Chain
Solutions at Maersk South Asia

"Customers are looking for single window
access for all their logistics requirements so

that they can leave the transportation part of
their business with a trusted

partner. This allows them to concentrate more
on their core business."

Photo: Avdhut Gawde
The host of services offered by Maersk are also applicable for last

mile delivery at destination. For example, in Delivered Duty Paid

(DDP) shipments, we offer customs clearance of the cargo, pay the

duty on behalf of the shipper and transport the goods to the

consignee’s warehouse.

Which industry sectors are your customers in, and which ones are

growing fastest?

We are providing cold chain solutions to all commodities that

require refrigerated movement. These include fresh produce,

seafood, protein (meat, dairy products) and pharmaceuticals. The

current trends are showing that pharmaceuticals segment is on its

way to grow considerably.

What are your best-known

solutions/products/services?

We, at Maersk, are offering

integrated solutions for cold chain

logistics. Through these solutions,

our customers have access to

uninterrupted cold chain logistics

starting from the first mile. This

bundled product includes

provision of transportation of

container from processing unit to

port, customs clearance, sanitary

inspection certifications,

managing booking and

documentation processes along

with ocean transportation. This

solution in cold chain logistics is

applicable for a host of

commodities that need

refrigerated solutions – fruits &

vegetables, onions, seafood,

processed foods, pharmaceuticals

etc.
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What are your most recent product innovations?

As a part of our cold chain solutions, we are

offering Remote Container Management (RCM)

through an application called Captain Peter. This

application grants our customers visibility of

several parameters surrounding their cargo that

can be accessed from the comforts of their offices.

Captain Peter provides customers with the

location visibility of the container, temperature

and humidity inside the container right from the

time it is picked up empty from our yard till the

time container delivered at destination or

consignee’s warehouse. Customers even get email

notifications whenever there is any variance in

temperature or humidity inside the container.

Further, customers subscribing for premium

version can also download the datalogger for their

shipment. 

What are the major trends and developments

affecting your category and your customers, and

how are you responding?

Customers are looking for single window

access for all their logistics requirements so that

they can leave the transportation part of their

business with a trusted partner. This allows them

to concentrate more on their core business. At

Maersk, we have thoroughly studied this

requirement of customers and thus come up with

the end-to-end solutions in cold chain logistics.

With our first mile and last mile services bundled

into the ocean transportation and further value-

added services also being made available to our

customers, we are truly making it a difference

with integrated cold chain solutions.

How does business in 2020 compared to

previous years? What’s your strategy for

succeeding in the current climate?

The overall market has dropped considerably

in the first quarter of calendar year 2020

compared to the same period last year. Factors

contributing to this drop have been the ban on

export of onions, unsatisfactory seafood market

whose wild catch segment dropped by 25-30%

and a tough season for grapes wherein we have

seen 25% drop as compared to last season.

COVID-19 pandemic has also impacted the overall

business, the impact of which can only be

ascertained in coming weeks. 

Our strategy continues to be to provide integrated

cold chain solutions bundled along with ocean

transportation. We are also ensuring that our

containers are made available as per customer’s 

requirements to ensure high reliability.

Can you tell us about any of recent customer

contracts and how you helped the customer

meet their challenges?

As a part of the integrated end-to-end cold chain

logistics solutions, we have been able
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to provide services to grapes and potatoes

exporters from western part of the country in

the recent season. In the months before that,

we have also successfully delivered chilies

from Varanasi to Middle East that included

first mile logistics in addition to the ocean

transportation. We are also fully geared for

the export of mangoes now. 

With the state-of-the-art refer technology

along with advanced visibility, our customers

are able to get reliable solutions for

exporting their cargo and can expect their

cargo to reach the destination in good

condition. 

In addition to the movement of cargo, we

have an extremely important part of logistics

covered through our cold store facility in

Chennai that serves the South Indian

market. During the COVID-19 crisis, facility  

has helped all fruit importers and provided

them storage space coupled with our

transportation services. However, the storage

space is not limited to fruits, but is also

available for commodities such as seafood,

meat and pharmaceuticals. 

What’s the latest news from your company?

The integrated solution for end-to-end cold

chain logistics started as a trial couple of

years ago. After successful pilots that yielded

Can you tell us about any areas where you’re

currently making technical advances?

Digitalisation is a constant effort that keeps evolving.

We first launched Remote Container Management in

September 2017. Since then, we have kept adding

features to the platform and developing it as per the

requirements of or customers. The latest update to it

was in the form of Captain Peter 2.0 that was launched

in April 2020. We are monitoring the utility of the

platform and constantly working towards

incorporating features that our customers are

demanding.

Could you please share your views on Cold Chain

Sector for our magazine readers?

As far as cold chain in India is concerned, the focus is

shifting to end-to-end uninterrupted logistics solution

and not just storage of the cargo. We see that state-of-

the-art  machinery and equipment are getting used in

cold stores now and in processing units.

We do have modern packhouses, ripening chambers,

and multipurpose cold stores too. However, the sector

is still dealing with challenges like farm level storages,

new packaging technologies, logistics to supplement

the cold chain and good quality cold stores. In India

around 20-30% of the fresh produce is getting

wasted every day because of lack of proper cold

chain facilities. There is a need of adequate and

efficient uninterrupted cold chain to ensure smooth

transition of fresh produce from farm to fork.  Given

the cold chain transformation in India, we as Maersk

are designing our cold chain solutions as per

customer’s requirements and needs.

expected results and fine tuning the

solutions to customers’ requirements, we

have now rolled out these services to wider

range of our customers who wish to export

their commodities from India to the world.

We are now offering our expertise across all

commodities that require refrigerated

logistics.
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A BRIEF ON
FOOD SAFETY

THROUGH FOOD SAFETY
SUPPLY CHAIN SYSTEM, THE FOOD FRAUD
OCCURRENCE CAN BE PREVENTED BY ADVENT OF
STANDARDS AND GUIDES

ccording to Food and Agriculture Organization

(FAO) report of 2013, the global food wastage is

estimated at 1.6 billion tons of ”Primary” product

which is equivalent  to edible  food wastage of  1.3

billion tons.  In an era where we are still faced with

famine. in certain countries, population growth,

depleting natural resources, and consumer

demand for non-preservative and organic

agricultural products food preservation and safety

has become even more critical. 

A The primary step is to comply

with updated version of Food

Safety Modernization Act

(FSMA) which aims to ensure

the U.S. food supply

is safe, by shifting the focus

from responding to

contamination to preventing

it. This was accomplished by 
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Food Safety

establishing new safety standards

for Agricultural and Dairy

producing farms and holding

importers accountable for the

safety of their products thru

design of standards which

minimizes risk of illness from

foodborne pathogens .

Furthermore NASA’s  Hazard

Analysis Critical Control Point

(HACCP) are applied as a

systematic approach to food

safety in all stages of food chain,

from food production and

preparation processes to

packaging and distribution.

Despite the prevailing food

industry’s regulatory

standards,  it has

unfortunately been observed

that agricultural, dairy and

food products can and has

been deliberately

contaminated. For instance

in 1984 at Dalles-Oregon, the

Rajneeshee religious sect

contaminated salad bars at

local restaurants to disrupt

the local elections.  Another

incident  in 2002 at Nanjing,

China deliberate food

poisoning is attributed to

more than 28 fatalities. To 

In certain
countries,
population
growth,
depleting
natural
resources, and
consumer
demand for
non-
preservative
and organic
agricultural
products food
preservation
and safety has
become even
more critical.
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combat these treats and

mitigate such occurrences, the

Threat Assessment Central

Control Point (TACCP) is

extensively applied. This is also

covered in British Standard

Institution documents PAS

96:2014 (Guide to protecting &

defending food and drink from

intentional attack).  In short

TACCP or food defense is a risk

management methodology that

aligns with HACCP but has a

different focus that  requires

direct input from employees of

different disciplines.

Therefore through Food Safety

Supply Chain System, the food

fraud occurrence can be

prevented by advent of

following standards and guides:

Food Safety - HACCP hazards

Food Defense - TACCP threats

Food Fraud - VACCP vulnerabilities

As we all agree that food quality is

a measure of how well a product

meets a set of manufacturers’

specifications.  This simply begins

with quality ingredients which are

derived from quality vendors. 

 Through RFID and AI concept

even the quality control &

sanitization feedback provided to

the vendors achieves best results. 

 In this manner vendors can also

be rated on quality of their

products in addition to their

prompt delivery and shipping

schedule.

Food Safety
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While food supply chain has

become increasingly global,

and with increasing demand

on requirements of extra

add-on to manufacturing,

use of paper work is now

been replaced by cloud &

software tools to provide

more accurate tracking,

tracing and elimination of

contamination.  While

abiding the concept of

proper documentation, the

food quality and safety

solution need be maintained

thru process of Audits &

Compliance, Traceability &

recall  Management  and

Corrective/Preventive Action

(CAPA).

Key to this point is

redundancy where solutions

are able to talk to each

other, share & exchange

data between different

applications and deliver the

data in a meaningful way for

FSQA (Food Safety Quality

Assurance) team to act upon

efficiently.  Also

manufacturers of food

processing facilities must

focus on IIOT networking and

ensure that the purchased

food processors are capable to

implement USGBC’s Green

Technologies to achieve

sustainability targets.

In conclusion staying on the

forefront of economic growth

in food safety industry

requires cutting-edge

information from

authoritative international

agencies where food safety,

regulatory challenges,

sustainability, operational

efficiencies and digital

measures matters.  It is

anticipated that with new

wave of automated digital &

robotic manufacturing,

demands of feeding growing

global population will be

embraced, strictly adhering to

food safety regulations. 

 

AS WE ALL
AGREE THAT
FOOD
QUALITY IS A
MEASURE OF
HOW WELL A
PRODUCT
MEETS A SET
OF
MANUFACTUR
ERS’
SPECIFICATIO
NS.
- MANUCHEHR

MEHDIZADEH,

BSME  LIFE  TIME

MEMBER

ASHRAE,

COMMITTEE

OFFICER  @ IIR,

REFRIGERATION

CHAIR  @

ASHRAE

HOUSTON

CHAPTER, MD  OF

ROXARA

ENGINEERING

LLC,HOUSTON-

TX 

Food Safety
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N E E D  F O R  S K I L L

D E V E L O PM E N T  F O R

L O G I S T I C S

F R O M  P R O C E S S E D

F O O D ,  D A I R Y ,  F I S H ,  M E A T ,

A N D  P O U L T R Y  T O

P H A R M A C E U T I C A L S  A N D

N U T R A C E U T I C A L S ,

T H E R E  H A S  B E E N  A

M A S S I V E  D E M A N D  A M O N G

T R A D E R S  A N D  R E T A I L E R S  –

B O T H  T R A D I T I O N A L

A N D  O N L I N E ,  F O R  A

R O B U S T  T E M P E R A T U R E

C O N T R O L L E D

I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

espite the huge growth potential and its impact on

the overall economy of the country, Logistics and

supply chain management in India continues to

grapple with lack of a skilled workforce. While the

sector has undergone a massive transformation

in the past decade, the quality of human resource in

this labour intensive sector has remained stagnant.

However, factors like technology advancements using

IoT, AI and automation, coupled with the rise in

international trade opportunities, have been pushing

the formerly unorganised sector to adopt

certain uniform standards of operations and service.

The National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC),

has identified Logistics and Transport as a priority

sector for bridging the demand supply gap in the

industry. 

D
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Skill Development

In line with this, the latest

Union Budget has also seen

a major push on logistic

infrastructure development

and skill development

across segments.

Listed here are

key areas that are in

urgent need for skill

development:

1.Temperature Controlled

Supply Chain: Over

the past few years the

temperature controlled

storage and transportation

requirements have evolved

to be a considerable part

of the overall logistics

and supply chain sector in

India. E-commerce, online

grocery stores and

e-pharmacies have further

pushed for streamlining the

sector. From processed

food, dairy, fish, meat, and

poultry to pharmaceuticals

and nutraceuticals,

there has been a massive 

demand among traders

and retailers – both

traditional and online, for

a robust temperature

controlled infrastructure.

While technology

interventions have made

this possible, the ground

staffs still lacks

understanding of

processes and the

significance of accurately

handling these

perishable items. Many a

time, despite state-of-the-

art infrastructure, 3PL, and

4PL logistics service

providers fail to deliver

results due to the

inefficiencies of the

ground staff. An urgent

need for sensitising the

staff about the

significance of efficient

handling, storage, and

transportation of

these temperature

sensitive goods.

2. Reverse Logistics: As a

modern concept,

reverse logistics was

largely introduced by the

advent of e-tail or online

WAREHOUS E

MANAGEMENT  I S

Y E T  ANOTHER

S EC TOR  THA T  I S  I N

D I R E  NE ED  O F

ADEQUA T E L Y

TRA I N ED

R ESOURC ES
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retail and has been marred

with various challenges.

While large organised

players have streamlined

the process so as to drive

customer delight in the

face of competition, the

concept largely remains

alien for a vast

number of B2C

logistic service providers.

From soft skills and polite

customer interactions

to checking for goods

before accepting the return

etc., are vital points that

need adequate training so 

as to continue driving

growth of the sector.

3. Warehouse

Management: This is yet

another sector that is in

dire need of adequately

trained resources. From

effective warehouse layout,

methodical storage and

handling as well as

inventory management and

value added services

offered across warehouses,

it is extremely important to

have a work force that is

not only well trained but 

also knowledgeable about

the nature of products

stored and their life cycle.

While most people believe

the introduction of

warehouse automation is

an answer to address

inefficiency in labour, there

still remains a need for

manpower that can

handle, supervise, and

manage the automation.

4. Green Logistics: Another

emerging trend

in logistics and supply

chain management is the

rising popularity of Green

logistics that adopts

environmentally friendly

processes and systems.

Considering that logistics

has largely been an

unorganised sector,

dominated by

labour intensive workforce,

the task of breaking a

mindless habit and

method of

doing things over the

years, is a difficult

endeavour. Educating and

training resources to

understand the

environmental impact of

their actions and bringing

them on the same page to

adopt and follow Green

Practices, requires a lot of

unlearning and re-learning 

Skill Development
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"Over the past few years the temperature
controlled storage and transportation
requirements have evolved to be a considerable
part of the overall logistics and supply chain sector
in India. E-commerce, online grocery stores and   
 e-pharmacies have further pushed for
streamlining the sector.."



of processes. As an increasing

number of

international brands and

logistics service providers

resort to energy deficient

and carbon neutral processes,

lack of a skilled workforce to

match up with

these trends could mean loss

of business and reputation.

Author- Mr. Aditya Vazirani,

Founder Director, Robinsons

Global Logistics Solutions

(RGL) Aditya Vazirani is a

passionate and meticulous

professional with a vision to

transform the Logistics and

Warehousing industry by

leveraging the new age

technological advancements.

In his previous role as Vice

President for RCNL, Aditya

overlooked the Freight

Forwarding, Customs

Clearance, & 3PL aspects

ensuring the highest level of

quality service is maintained.

He was also instrumental in

obtaining the Good

Distribution Practice

Certification for Freight

Forwarding and ISO

9001:2015 for RCNL, making it

the first Indian Logistics &

Supply Chain Management

Company to be awarded the

quality accreditation. Before 

he decided to consolidate

and bring his rich experience

to drive focused growth in the

warehousing and distribution

solutions, with RGL, he had

been driving strategic

improvisation by

implementing Industry best

practices, applying business

intelligence, and data

analytics to implement

superior training and digital

tools for RCNL. Alumni of the

prestigious Bordeaux Business

School (KEDGE) France,

Aditya holds a MSc in Global

Supply Chain Management

and also has obtained an

Advanced Certificate in

General Management from

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT), Sloan

School of Management.

Having lived and worked

across the globe, learning

and improvising Supply Chain,

Logistics, and management

practices, Aditya calls

Mumbai his home, is an

ardent foodie and enjoys

spending his free time caring

for his pet pooch.

Skill Development

EDUCA T I NG  AND  TRA I N I NG

R ESOURC ES  TO  UNDERS TAND

THE  ENV I RONMENTA L  IMPAC T

O F  TH E I R  AC T I ONS  AND

BR ING I NG

TH EM  ON  TH E  SAME  PAGE  TO

ADOPT  AND  F O L L OW  GRE EN

PRAC T I C E S ,  REQU I R E S  A  L O T

O F

UN L EARN ING  AND  RE -

L EARN ING  O F  PROC ESS E S -  -

A D I T Y A  V A Z I R A N I ,  F O U N D E R

D I R E C T O R ,  R O B I N S O N S  G L O B A L

L O G I S T I C S  S O L U T I O N S  ( R G L )
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JITEN GHELANI, CEO,
PROMETHEAN POWER

SYSTEMS

ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
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"Energy and related operating costs are one of the most significant
costs and barriers to cold chain adoption. We are excited to have the
opportunity to work with leading dairy and food companies to
accelerate adoption of decentralized energy-efficient cold chain
solutions from first mile to last mile across India and emerging
markets.."



Can you talk us through the products you

serve – to assist the demand of cold chain

projects and so on? 

Promethean Power Systems designs and

manufactures energy storage systems that

are redefining the cold chain in developing

countries. Its patented thermal energy

storage technology enables energy-

efficient refrigeration of fresh food items as

they make their way from smallholder

farmers in rural villages to processing

plants and customers in distant cities.

Promethean’s energy storage device uses

proprietary phase-change materials to

store large amounts of thermal energy.

This thermal battery is designed to release

energy at fast rates to cool food products

quickly thereby preserving their freshness.

Its battery coupled with a rapid milk chiller

for cooling raw milk at village collection

centers is a disruptive technology to

conventional milk chillers and serves a

large market—small village collection

centers—where traditional chillers are

uneconomical.  Promethean works with

India’s largest dairies and food companies

to implement its cold chain technology in

their supply chains to better preserve

perishable foods and reduce costs.  Our

systems are designed for preventing food

loss in developing countries, where nearly

40% of fresh agricultural produce is

wasted because of the 

lack of cold-chain infrastructure from

farm to market. India alone estimates

losses of $10 billion worth of perishable

foods annually.  Our product range

includes a variety of systems to enable

end-to-end cold chain for dairy and food

products.

Our industry leading products include

milk chilling solutions that can rapidly

cool milk without a diesel generator at

village collection centers, mini and micro

cold storage systems for cooling at farm

gate and urban distribution points, and

refrigerated trucks that do not require

diesel for cooling and eliminate on board

compressor.  Our milk chilling solutions

for rural villages in weak grid and off grid

areas include Rapid Milk Chillers (500-

1000L capacity), TurboCool Bulk Milk

Coolers (500-2000L capacity), Instant Milk

Chillers (1000-3000L capacity).  

Our mini and micro cold storage systems

(including solar cold storages) are utilized

at farm-gate for pre-cooling and for

efficient food distribution in urban areas

where diesel generators are typically too

expensive, noisy or polluting to operate. 

 Our latest product line is energy-efficient

reefer trucks and vans that eliminate

dependency on diesel engine for cooling

the refrigerated container and do not

require a compressor on board.
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Can you tell us more about your latest innovation

for refrigerated transport? 

Our new award-winning energy-efficient

refrigerated trucks do not utilize diesel for cooling

and eliminate the need for on board compressor. 

 Our reefer vans and trucks are designed for intra-

city/last-mile or inter-city food distribution and

were recently awarded by RefCold India and

Emerson in innovative cold chain category for

reefer vehicle using thermal storage system for

cooling.  The advantages of Promethean Power’s

reefer trucks include up to 50% reduction in

operating cost compared to conventional reefers,

improved temperature control even during

multiple door openings, less wear and tear on

vehicle engine by not using engine for cooling, less

maintenance by eliminating on-board

compressor, and retro-fittable solutions for any

existing vehicle.

We launched our latest reefer in the sub 1 tonne

category for urban distribution at the India Cold

Chain Show in Mumbai in December 2019 to great

response and are excited to deploy these new

reefers with top food companies in the coming

months.  We have also launched reefers in models

such as Mahindra Bolero, Ashok Leyland Dost and

Tata 407 and will continue to expand our product

line.  Our reefers, with complete real-time remote

monitoring to ensure proper temperature control

and system performance, are currently used for

distribution for variety of applications including

milk, yogurt and bakery/cakes.

We charge our systems at the food plant or

distribution point and reliably maintain product

temperature throughout the delivery route

without any diesel, which can reduce diesel

consumption by 10-12 liters per day (equivalent of

700 rupees per day) as compared to conventional

reefer trucks.  We also offer our systems on rental

basis (cold chain as a service) with no upfront

costs to the customer or can provide lease

financing options.

There is significant demand for reefer trucks

with lower operating costs and over time we

expect to see electric vehicle adoption for food

distribution in India and many other markets. 

 One major barrier to EV adoption for

refrigerated trucks is the additional power

required for the cooling load.  As our

refrigerated trucks do not require diesel or

engine power, they are well suited for future

adoption into EV reefer trucks.

Can you tell us more about your major clients

and the work you do for them?

Promethean has installed more than 1,200

rapid cooling milk chillers, mini cold rooms and

refrigerated trucks for leading dairy and food

processing companies such Hatsun Agro, Amul,

ITC Limited, Parag Milk Foods, Akshayakalpa,

Fonterra, Delightful Gourmet, Lactalis and

Heritage Foods.  In terms of milk chilling

solutions, more than 60,000 dairy farmers

across India supply milk to collection centers

run using Promethean’s thermal battery.  Our

thermal battery eliminates dependence on

diesel for cooling and enables access to reliable

refrigeration for smallholder dairy farmers,

along with access to predictable and

transparent markets, leading to increase in

farmer incomes.

Our cold storage systems are utilized to pre-

cool fruits and vegetables at the farm gate to

preserve freshness and prevent shrinkage and

spoilage, and to provide backup power and

reduce operating costs for cold storage systems

for intra-city distribution and last-mile delivery. 

 Lastly, our energy efficient refrigerated trucks

are utilized for inter-city milk product delivery

from processing plants to distribution centres,

and for intra-city milk and food product

delivery from distribution centres to retail

outlets and home.
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What about farm produce chilling without

Diesel Generator Back up?

Our micro and mini cold storage systems are

designed for farm produce chilling without diesel

generator backup.  Our cold storage systems can

be powered by solar energy or 4-5 hours of grid

power, enabling farmgate chilling without diesel

generator backup. Promethean’s cold storage

systems are the most economical way to chill,

store, and transport fresh fruits, vegetables and

perishables.  Chilling the fresh produce

immediately is the most optimal solution to

India’s cold storage challenge.  Our cooling

system can chill farm produce most efficiently at

lowest overall cost in weak-grid and off-grid

areas.

Do you publish any blog, report or case-studies

on cold chain food and dairy distribution for the

industry users? 

Our blog, reports and case studies on cold chain

for food and dairy distribution can be found on

our website. We can also provide product

demonstrations and trials that will give first-hand

experience to customers.

Could you please share your views on Cold Chain

Sector for our magazine readers?

We are seeing a significant increase in cold chain

interest across dairy and food sector.  While cold

chain adoption has been expected to grow

rapidly in India for several years, it hasn’t

expanded as fast as most had expected.  In

addition, many dairy and food products in India

have struggled to meet food safety standards due

to lack of proper cold chain, and the overall dairy

and food industry would 

 

benefit greatly if it can consistently meet

international standards for quality, unlocking

more growth opportunities for local and export

markets. However, as consumer demand for

safer and higher quality food products in India

continues to increase and organized retail and

food processing industry growth continues at

the current pace, we expect to see cold chain

penetration increase significantly in the next

few years. 

In addition, leading players and new entrants in

the food industry have created new standards

for premium quality products and innovative

business models that further increase consumer

expectations for safe, premium and convenient

food products.  These trends require redefining

of cold chain from farm to fork to meet these

demands.  If end to end cold chain is to be truly

adopted, new cooling solutions are required

that decrease costs and enable proper

refrigeration across the food supply chain.

Energy and related operating costs are one of

the most significant costs and barriers to cold

chain adoption.  We are excited to have the

opportunity to work with leading dairy and food

companies to accelerate adoption of

decentralized energy-efficient cold chain

solutions from first mile to last mile across India

and emerging markets and expand our offerings

to include rentals and cooling as a service. As

demand for safe, high-quality and convenient

food products increase, our innovative cooling

solutions will ensure quality, reduce food loss

and help redefine cold chain from farm to fork.
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"However, as consumer demand for safer and higher
quality food products in India continues to increase and
organized retail and food processing industry growth
continues at the current pace, we expect to see cold chain
penetration increase significantly in the next few years..."



In  conversation  with  

Amar  Cold  Storage

Indian  Seasonal  Fruit.

C O L D

S T O R

A G E S

!
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pecializing in developing, growing and processing all
fruits and vegetables, milk products, at blast freezing,

food and many more. Amar Cold Storage, established in
the year 1981 & headed by Mr. Surendra Patel, the

stalwart with more than two decades of experience in
frozen food industry, situated at LAMBVEL, ANAND

(GUJARAT, INDIA). Under the guidance of  Mr. Surendra
Patel, The company have been able to survive in this
competitive market. His leadership quality, excellent

skills and ethical business strategies have enabled them
to set new benchmarks in the industry.

S

During interaction with ColdChainManagement

Team, Kshitij Patel describes that They are taking

precautions covid 19 as well as seeing the good

opportunities with growing their business

especially in Dairy Industry (F&B) and also fulfilling

their Temperature requirements and said-Their

main strategy for succeeding in the current

climate is to be constant and Keep improving

their quality & services.

 

In conversation with Kshitij Patel, Managing Director, Amar
Cold Storage

AMAR COLD STORAGE
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Kshitij Patel, Managing Director, 
Amar Cold Storage



HVAC & R

S K Bose, Managing Director,
CAREL ACR Systems India

(PVT) LTD
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“India’s cold chain is expected to grow at a CAGR of 15%.
Businesses promoting advanced technology at reasonable
costs in this segment will surely make a huge impact in this
industry in coming years. The Indian government is providing
the necessary impetus to this segment, and the drive is
becoming further intensified, which should make growth
possible.."



What are your best-known

solutions/products/services?

We are an electronics design &

manufacturing company with

50 years’ experience, fully

dedicated to providing

advanced energy efficient

control solutions to the HVAC &

R Industry worldwide through

our electronics &

thermodynamics R&D efforts.

Rather than products, we have

always focused on providing

“solutions” and have therefore

invested in product

development as part of the

solution we propose.

Parametric or programmable 

 controllers, sensors for HVAC&R

applications, peripheral control

devices such as BLDC drives,

fan speed controllers,

supervisory systems including

remote connectivity and so on.

Furthermore, we have a wide

range of humidification

products & equipment to meet

all the humidification needs

and challenges of HVAC&R

industry.

In recent years, to stay abreast

of the latest developments, we

have also been offering digital

cloud services tailor-made for

the HVAC&R industry. 

Which industry sectors are

your customers in, and which

ones are growing fastest?

We enjoy one of the largest

market shares worldwide in

HVAC control solutions. While

this segment continues to

grow, in recent years we have

seen high growth in

refrigeration applications

across the globe.

What are your most recent

product innovations?

We have recently launched the

IJ platform parametric

controllers for food storage and

merchandisers. All

products provide advanced

data transmission via NFC or

Bluetooth and remote

connectivity to the cloud.
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“Only a small percentage of the produce passes
through a correct cold chain. As a result, there are huge
losses of perishable products. India is large exporter of
pharmaceutical and marine products, and here too the
lack of cold chain facilities is a problem..."



    

What are the major trends and

developments affecting your

category and your customers, and

how are you responding? 

This pandemic has taught all

businesses to build resilience in all

aspects. Remote connectivity forms a

very important part of the process of

building a resilient business model. 

This is what our customers

need today and we are pleased to be

able to meet their needs with our

solutions. Backed by many years of work

in remote connectivity & intelligent

control solutions, we can represent a

single solution provider for our

customers, rapidly turning problems

into solutions. 

What’s the latest news from

your company?

The Carel Group has recently acquired

two European companies, further

expanding it’s product portfolio.

- Recuperator SpA | Rescaldina (MI),

Italy, via Valfurva 13 (Heat Exchangers,

Plate & Wheel)

- HygroMatik – Germany (Humidification

products) 

Could you please share your

views on the cold chain sector for our

readers?

India is one of the largest producers of

various agricultural products, yet suffers

from a large infrastructural gap for

processing, preserving and

transportation. Only a small percentage

of the produce passes through a

correct cold chain. As a result, there are

huge losses of perishable products. 

India is large exporter of

pharmaceutical and marine products,

and here too the lack of cold chain

facilities is a problem.

However, the growth of the large retail,

food services & food processing sectors

are expected to boost the growth of

India’s cold chain infrastructure. 

Leading up to 2025, India’s cold chain

is expected to grow at a CAGR of 15%.

Businesses promoting advanced

technology at reasonable costs in this

segment will surely make a huge

impact in this industry in coming years.

The Indian government is providing the

necessary impetus to this segment, and

the drive is becoming further

intensified, which should make growth

possible.
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"Businesses promoting
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this segment will
surely make a huge
impact in this industry
in coming years.."



GROUP7 Managing Director Günther

Jocher presents strategy at German

Logistics Congress-How to deal with the

rising COVID-19 numbers and the

immediate effects on employees, supply

chain and turnover calculations? At this

year’s German Logistics Congress,

Günther Jocher, Managing Director of

GROUP7, presented his company’s 5-

point strategy-

The first point of the strategy is to quickly

adapt to the changed needs of the

market. “We recognized the increasing

demand for medical protective

equipment early on and supported our

customers with the initially difficult

import process. By transporting a total of

31 million pieces of equipment, we were

able to compensate the reduced volumes

in other sectors such as automotive and

textiles”, Jocher explained.

Surprise customers with new services

such as Skype inventory Point 2 of the 

5-point strategy
against Corona

"I deliberately avoided
short-time working – we
used the time to reduce

vacation and strengthened
our sales department”.

According to him, this had
already proven itself in the
past: Thanks to the strong

sales activities in the
2008/09 crisis, GROUP7 was

able to generate a 64
percent increase in sales in

the following year."

GROUP7 strategy is the development

of new products and services, adapted

to the new Corona restrictions. “An

important stock-taking of a customer

gave us the idea to handle the process

digitally. Our customers and the

auditors were able to view the

inventory virtually via Skype, and our

employees could take samples on site”,

Günther Jocher explains. This

environmentally friendly and time-

saving process will also be used by the

logistics service provider after Corona.
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Use the crisis to strengthen cohesion in the

company

GROUP7 Managing Director Jocher’s point

3 was very important: “I deliberately

avoided short-time working – we used the

time to reduce vacation and strengthened

our sales department”. According to him,

this had already proven itself in the past:

Thanks to the strong sales activities in the

2008/09 crisis, GROUP7 was able to

generate a 64 percent increase in sales in

the following year.

Continue to drive investments such as the

Hamburg construction project The 4th

point in GROUP7’s pandemic package is

aimed at investments in future business

areas. Despite the difficult situation, the

company was certified according to the

GDP guidelines (Good Distribution Practice)

in order to further advance the Pharma &

Healthcare sector. “Our new construction

project – a logistics center in Hamburg-

Billbrook will also start on schedule in

2021,” said Jocher on the subject of

investments.

Using the pandemic as a driver of the

digitalisation process. The final point of the

GROUP7 strategy is to use the pandemic as

a driver of the digitalization. “Our further

developed, digital security net has proven

itself useful for our customers in the current

crisis,” says Jocher. GROUP7 also tested

agile working earlier than planned and will

in future use it in the forwarding

departments where it brings 

added value.

“With our 5-point strategy for dealing

with Corona, we are planning to be even

more innovative in the future,” concludes

Jocher.

About GROUP7

GROUP7 was founded in 2006 as an

international logistics company with

headquarters in Munich and has

approximately 600 employees in all

branches located at Germany’s

economically strategic hubs. The service

provider generated revenue of 128 million

EUR in 2019 and has 195 international

bases to ensure a global presence.

Intelligent logistics solutions for air

freight, ocean freight, rail transport to and

from Asia, sea-air and land transport, as

well as individual concepts for

outsourcing within the logistic service

sector represent the range of services of

GROUP7. The company offers worldwide

procurement and distribution logistics,

customized services in contract logistics

and fulfillment services. The focus lies on

maximum flexibility and customer-

oriented process handling.
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t may not exactly fit the true definition of an “a-ha

moment,” but after years of working in the product-

distribution business, it had begun to dawn on Brian

Bunnett that there must be a better, more efficient,

more cost-effective way to configure and operate a

cold-chain supply system.

Specifically, he had become more aware of the

inefficiencies in many distribution systems as they

related to the packaging, storage and transport of

finished products that utilized gel packs in order to be

kept frozen or at cooler temperatures as they made

their way to the end user.

“I was at a facility one day and they were using gel

packs in their packaging process. They had forklifts

going back and forth retrieving packs from a giant

50,000-cubic-foot freezer. With long packing lines, the

packs were thawing and I realized there had to be a

better way to do this,” recalled Bunnett. “Our goal is to

fully automate an area of the cold-chain industry that

has never been automated before.”

The Arctic Express Pack gel pack :
Operating a cold-chain supply system

By James Costanza and Brian Bunnett
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"Gel packs are something that
we are all familiar with, but to

which we rarely give much
thought. For an idea of just

how important gel packs are,
though, consider that online

order of steaks that arrives at
your house fully frozen; you
have gel packs to thank for

that. Or consider a life-saving
medicine that must be kept at

a strict temperature as it is
transported to its final

destination. These examples
should give you a better
understanding of the gel

pack’s importance."

I



What has grown out of this observation is Arctic

Express Pack, LLC. Based in Fort Worth, TX, Arctic

Express Pack has developed a patented gel pack

manufacturing technology that is designed to

streamline the labor-intensive process that is

needed to manufacture, freeze, store and

transport gel packs that are used to keep

commodities such as food-and-beverage

products and pharmaceuticals at a desired

temperature during storage and shipping.

Gel packs are something that we are all familiar

with, but to which we rarely give much thought.

For an idea of just how important gel packs are,

though, consider that online order of steaks that

arrives at your house fully frozen; you have gel

packs to thank for that. Or consider a life-saving

medicine that must be kept at a strict

temperature as it is transported to its final

destination. These examples should give you a

better understanding of the gel pack’s

importance.

Surveying The Landscape

With daily global shipments of perishable

products numbering in the millions, gel packs

play an indispensable role in ensuring that

product quality is not compromised during the

transport process. This is a critical consideration

for products that must be kept at a pre-

determined temperature, lest they spoil or

become unstable.

While the importance of gel packs in these

processes is clear, their traditional method of

manufacture is a long and laborious one. The

activities at a typical gel pack production facility

can resemble a finely choreographed ballet, with

long packing lines cranking out product and a

fleet of forklifts crisscrossing the warehouse floor

as they move pallets of gel packs to storage

freezers as large as 100,000 cubic feet.

It is in these freezers where the liquid in the gel

packs is cooled or frozen to a desired temperature

– it is also where the first really noticeable

inefficiencies and potential speed bumps in the

gel pack production chain appear.

“If you take a pallet of gel packs to a freezer, with

each pallet capable of holding up to 1,800 packs,

it will take two-and-a-half weeks for them to

freeze,” explained Bunnett. “Then after they are

frozen, you take them from the freezer to a truck,

to the user, to a large holding freezer before being

retrieved and moved to the packaging line. By this

time, with all of the handling and touch points

along the way, some of the gel packs are bound to

be more frozen than others.”

With some facilities requiring upwards of 5, 10, 15

or even up to 30 pallets a day – or 720,000

individual gel packs – the logistics required to

keep an operation running smoothly, and

delivering gel packs to the end user at the

required temperature, can be daunting.

“Think about the logistics of an operation that

requires 3 truckloads (72 pallets) a week,” said

Bunnett. 

“You’re required 

to have multiple

 truckloads 

currently being 

frozen and 

multiple 

truckloads in 

route both to 

the freezer location 

and to the end user.  Take this to the next step, all

these pallets have to be unloaded from the trucks,

placed into racks for freezing, reloaded back onto

trucks, transported, unloaded again, placed back

into storage racks located in a freezer and finally

the gel packs are retrieved from storage and

placed at pack out lines”
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Arctic Express Pack is a fully automated gel pack

production system that can actually be installed

at the end users packaging facility, which allows

gel pack manufacture, freezing and storage to be

done on-site and on-demand. This eliminates

several time-consuming, inefficient, costly and

environmentally insensitive transport and storage

stages that have been baked-in components of

traditional gel pack production in the past.

In order to make the Arctic Express Pack system

work in eliminating the inefficiencies in

traditional gel pack manufacturing, its fulcrum

needs to be a freezer unit that can cool or freeze

gel packs to a desired temperature in as little as

45 minutes. To find the right freezer solution for

the operation, Arctic Express Pack collaborated

with KPS Global, Inc., Fort Worth, TX. Formed in

2015, KPS Global is a leader in the design,

manufacture, and installation of cold-storage

solutions.

“For the freezer, we needed a solution where the

temperature could be defined by the user,” said

Costanza. 

“For  example, 

some 

pharmaceutical 

companies may 

not want gel 

packs that are 

completely frozen 

because they 

could compromise

 the quality of the products that they are

manufacturing and shipping.” With the systems

today, Brian noted “they get frozen gel packs and

then sweat them to try to get them to the proper

temperature, but that takes a lot of guesswork

and manual observation and intervention.”

The KPS Global freezer unit – which is a custom-

designed and engineered cold-storage solution –

fits seamlessly in the any warehouse setting. The

KPS Global engineering team working closely

with other equipment manufacturers to develop

the perfect solution to meet all the demands.

“Overall, KPS Global’s knowledge regarding the

size of the compressor and condenser needed,

their knowledge of how air circulates, how fast

different things will freeze at different

temperatures; they know all of these things,” said

Bunnett. “Being able to work with their

engineering team to figure things out, which was

difficult to do, was really important.”

The KPS Global design team determined that the

basic freezer unit that is part of the Arctic Express

Pack system didn’t need to be massive in size in

order to product a user’s typically supply of gel

packs. In fact, the unit could be as small as  12 feet

tall by 6 feet wide and 6 feet deep, which is much

smaller than the 100,000-square-foot behemoths

that populate many gel pack manufacturing

facilities. The second critical part of the system is

a vertical spiral conveyor that is positioned inside

the freezer. For this component, Arctic Express

Pack turned to an Israeli company, the NGB

Group, which is located in Tsur Igal, Israel.

“The conveyor needed to be able to be scaled up

or down in height so enough room could be

created to go from producing, for example, 500

gel packs in one run to 1,000 in another,” said

Bunnett. “A lot of people make conveyors, but we

needed to find one that could work with exactly

what KPS Global needed for its freezer and NGB

Group was able to deliver that.”

Let’s Make Some Gel Packs The final Arctic

Express Pack gel pack manufacturing system

amazes in both its simplicity and its ability to ColdChainManagement Annual 2020-21

Packing It In While Bunnett knew there had to be a better, more effective way to manufacture
gel packs, the next hurdle was identifying it. After nearly three years in development, the

Arctic Express Pack gel pack manufacturing system promises to overcome or eliminate many
of the inefficiencies in traditional gel pack production.



A box of chain-linked bags filled with a

freezing compound is placed at the head of

the freezer

The bags are fed through a unit that fills them

with water; once filled, they are sealed

The bags proceed through a specially

designed slot that neither allows warm air to

enter or cold air to exit the freezer

Inside the freezer, the bags circle up a spiral

conveyor

After needing as little as 45 minutes to reach

their desired temperature – the KPS Global

freezer unit can achieve temperatures as low

as -36ºF (-38ºC) – the bags slide down a chute

and exit the freezer through another airtight

slot

The gel packs are then ready to be dispensed

for use through a variety of methods

meet the needs of gel-pack users in an on-

demand fashion.

The Arctic Express Pack process includes:

Though the entire Arctic Express Pack

manufacturing process has been engineered to

be completely automated, it can easily

accommodate human intervention at the front

and back ends. The technology has also been

configured so that it can communicate wirelessly

with the end user’s warehouse management

system (WMS), which allows bar codes to be

scanned and gel packs to be dispensed directly

into a shipping box, with or without a human

packer present.

“This is a custom-engineered solution that can be

constructed to fit the individual needs of the

user,” said Bunnett. “This first model perfectly

illustrates how we can meet the customer’s

needs, and it also shows how it can be modified

over time as those needs change.”

In these days of increased focus on company’s

being good corporate citizens, the Arctic Express

Pack system also delivers verifiable environmental 

benefits. Arctic Express Pack recently performed a

cost-analysis comparison between its system and a

traditional gel pack manufacturer. The results

found that a facility that uses 24,000 gel packs a

week will save more than $100,000 annually in

ancillary costs by converting to the Arctic Express

Pack system. Among the traditional ancillary costs

that will be totally eliminated are daily deliveries

from a third-party freezing site ($36,400), loading of

cases into a storage freezer ($5,824), return of

unused gel packs to a storage freezer ($6,500) and

third-party freezer costs ($51,480). Additionally, the

amount of corrugated waste that will be produced

annually will decline from 52,000 boxes to 70

boxes. This also equates to a carbon-footprint

reduction, as measured in kilograms of CO2

equivalent for transportation, freezer, forklift and

cardboard waste activities, of 96% during the

production of 24,000 16-ounce gel packs, and 97%

for a 24,000-unit pallet of 48-ounce gel packs.

About the Authors: James Costanza is a Technical

Fellow for KPS Global®, Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA.

Brian Bunnett co-founded Arctic Express Pack

(AEP) in 2018. For the last 30 years Bunnett has

been involved with bringing solutions from

conceptual ideas to market place.ColdChainManagement Annual 2020-21

Conclusion: The new Arctic Express
Pack technology is a definitive
improvement over existing gel-

pack production techniques, and
by engineering, manufacturing and
supplying the cutting-edge freezer
units that are the foundation of the
system, KPS Global, Inc., is playing
a leading role in this revolutionary

improvement in cold-chain
efficiency, effectiveness and

environmental sensitivity.“KPS
Global simply makes the best

freezer for our needs, one that can
be set at any temperature,” said

Bunnett. “We look forward to
working with them as we move

forward in the production and use
of the Arctic Express Pack system.”

COLD SUPPLY CHAIN 



Pedro Ramos Vila, Global
Account Manager at
Transfesa Logistics
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Quick, reliable and CO2
free connections are

going to be the key for
the near future of our

cargo, especially for the
cold chains. This is why
we are integrating the
fresh produce industry
inside our intermodal

network which has been
delivering high quality

service to the automotive
industry during the last

25 years now.
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What are your best-known

solutions/products/services?

Pedro Ramos: Transfesa Logistics is

the leading company in door-to-

door logistics and freight transport

solutions and the most important

private railway operator in Spain.

Consisting of more than 1 200 highly

qualified professionals, it bases its

differential strategy on a deep

knowledge of the railway sector. It

also has the most extensive

transport network in Europe, backed

by its solid alliance with DB Cargo, a

leading international transport and

logistics company.

The best-known solutions of the

company are focused on transport

(intermodal door to door, rail and

road), logistics, railway services,

technological innovation. We have

created also a railways training

academy (Escuela Ferroviaria de

Transfesa Logistics).

The company provides “door to

door” transport services by road,

train and combined rail and road

transport from anywhere and to

virtually any destination in Europe

(components for the automotive

industry & finished vehicles,

general cargo, industrial,etc.). This

is guaranteed by 720 DB Cargo

offices in 36 countries in Europe.

Which industry sectors are your

customers in, and which ones are

growing fastest?

Pedro Ramos: The customers who

trust Transfesa Logistics comes

from many important markets

such us automotive, consumer

goods (food and drink, durable

goods, refrigerated and frozen

products), and industrial (steel,

chemical products, paper and

timber.
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"In this special situation, due to the global pandemic, we have
registered a reduction of the activity in the automotive market.
But, at the same time, the Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG)

is growing up rapidly. This is why we are starting some new
projects such a “CoolRail powered by Transfesa Logistics”.



The automotive one has played an

important role, with a sustained growth in

the last decade. But, nowadays, the

company has also strengthened its

international presence in consumer goods

routes.

What are your most recent product

innovations?

Pedro Ramos: We have started a new

project dedicated to the Fast Moving

Consumer Goods (FMCG) and

transportation of fresh products by rail. For

example, Transfesa Logistics has recently

launched a new refrigerated express 72-

hour rail connexion to transport essential,

hygiene, and medical products from the

terminals in Valencia and Murcia to

London (Great Britain). There is also a new

food logistics route to transporte olive oil

to Belgium.

The implementation of the oil route is part

of a strategy to develop door-to-door

corridors from the south of Spain to

numerous countries such as Belgium and

the Netherlands. In terms of food, in

addition to this and given the interest that

Spanish gastronomy and vegetable

garden arouses abroad, the company is

currently developing a route for the export

of this type of product.

In terms of innovation, Transfesa Logistics

has added to its international traffic

network the first train made up of 18 of the 

100 new car-carriers manufactured in

Poland.These units have the capacity to

circulate both Iberian gauge (1668 mm)

and UIC (1435 mm) and have been

specially designed to respond to the

new logistics needs of customers in the

automotive segment.

What are the major trends and

developments affecting your category

and your customers, and how are you

responding?

Pedro Ramos: Among our main

objectives, we are focused on the

continuous cost reduction and the

improvement in the efficiency of our

processes. We also have a firm

commitment to environment and, for

this reason, we work hard to reduce our

carbon footprint.

How does business in 2020 compared

to previous years? What’s your

strategy for succeeding in the current

climate?

Pedro Ramos: In this special situation,

due to the global pandemic, we have

registered a reduction of the activity in

the automotive market. But, at the

same time, the Fast Moving Consumer

Goods (FMCG) is growing up rapidly.

This is why we are starting some new

projects such a “CoolRail powered by

Transfesa Logistics”.
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Can you tell us about any of recent

customer contracts and how you

helped the customer meet their

challenges?

Pedro Ramos: The largest supermarket

chain in the United Kingdom, Tesco,

relies on Transfesa Logistics for the

transport of Spanish fruit and vegetable

products to be distributed to its centers.

We are supporting them to reduce CO2

and gaining extra transportation

capacity in case of hard Brexit and

congestions for going in and out of the

UK happen.

What’s the latest news from your

company?

Pedro Ramos: Transfesa Logistics has

juts signed an agreement with Euro Pool

System (EPS) to operate the CoolRail

service. As a result of this alliance, the

first direct rail connection for

refrigerated products between Valencia

and Rotterdam expands its coverage

area to reach all of Europe. The

companies join forces to launch a new

stage, in which the service will continue

under the name CoolRail powered by

Transfesa Logistics.

This new cooperation makes it possible

to make a wider network available to the

market, in addition to the main route to

Rotterdam, with destinations to the

United Kingdom, the Nordic countries,

Germany and Poland, among others.

The new route from Valencia to London will

help CoolRail’s British customers to have a

fast, sustainable and economically attractive

transport solution. Along the same lines, the

commissioning of a direct train to Cologne

will allow CoolRail to reach Scandinavia,

Poland and the Czech Republic through

Germany. The CoolRail service will use the

vast infrastructure of DB Cargo, the main

shareholder of Transfesa Logistics.

Can you tell us about any areas where

you’re currently making technical

advances?

Pedro Ramos: We are introducing great

advances in transportation of fresh produce

by rail. This strategy gives us the opportunity

to show the fresh produce market that the

railroad can be just as fast and reliable as

road service. In addition, it contributes to

achieve more environmentally friendly

supply chains, since a train emits nine times

less CO2 than a lorry.

Could you please share your views on Cold

Chain Logistics Sector for our magazine

readers?

Pedro Ramos: Quick, reliable and CO2 free

connections are going to be the key for the

near future of our cargo, especially for the

cold chains. This is why we are integrating

the fresh produce industry inside our

intermodal network which has been

delivering high quality service to the

automotive industry during the last 25 years

now.
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'There are endless ways to adapt polyurethane basic
chemistry to work in a wide variety of processes
that produce an immense range of properties—

including being one of the best insulation material
currently available in the industry"

Justin Weare,
North

America
Marketing

Manager for
Polyurethane
Additives at

Dow
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What are Dow’s best-known

products/services/solutions?

The new Dow that emerged from the

DowDupont merger one year ago offers a

unique set of chemistries spanning from

polyolefins, to polyurethanes, cellulosics,

acrylics, silicones and many more. Dow has

been a member and a partner of the

polyurethane value chain for decades, providing

formulators with a wide portfolio of solutions

and innovations. 

Our offerings to this industry include silicone

performance additives, surfactants, and release

agents, marketed under the VORASURF™ and

DOWSIL™ brands. Our teams around the world

offer distinct technical support and innovation

capabilities to tailor our innovative,

customizable polyurethane additives to help

formulators address their specific performance,

sustainability, and profitability objectives.

Which industry sectors are your customers in

and which ones are growing fastest?

Our VORASURF™ polyurethane additives

franchise helps meet a variety of needs across a

wide range of applications – from footwear to

mattresses, automotive interiors to spray foam

insulation used in refrigerators and

construction: everywhere polyurethane is used,

and more! High performance insulation for

industrial and domestic cold-chain appliance

is an area where demand growth is driven by

quickly changing, increasingly stringent

energy efficiency requirements, combined 

with the value chain

transitioning to new

formulations and blowing

agents following the evolution

of health and environmental

regulations worldwide.

What are your most recent

product innovations?

We are regularly adding new

products to expand our portfolio

of silicone additives and

surfactant for polyurethane,

helping formulators to meet

their performance, innovation,

sustainability and profitability

goals. Dow is very committed to

this market, and we recently

announced the global

availability of 4 innovations for

the cold chain insulation foam

market: 

VORASURF™ RF 5374 Additive is

the formulator’s choice achieving

high polyol side solubility, blend

stability and clarity, when

complex cabinet design requires

enhanced flow and good

aesthetics in applications

demanding high insulation

performance, such as cold chain,

commercial and domestic

refrigeration appliances.
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VORASURF™ RF 5382 Additive, which brings

improved system compatibility to help

maximize the insulating performance of

pentane-blown rigid foams, helping address

challenging energy efficiency criteria in cold

chain appliances and installations.

VORASURF™ RF 5388 Additive that helps

formulators meet essentially all desired

properties of appliance foam systems, with

higher pentane solubility, excellent flow and

exceptional surface aesthetics to avoid liner

defects in domestic or commercial

refrigerators and freezers.

VORASURF™ SF 2937 Additive, which supports

enhanced k-factor in pour-in-place,

continuous panel, closed-cell spray

polyurethane and polyisocyanurate (PIR)

insulation foam, suitable for use with a variety

of traditional and more sustainable blowing

agents (HC, HFO, HFC and water-blown

systems).

What are the major trends and developments

affecting your category and your customers,

and how are you responding?

We see emerging performance, sustainability,

and profitability challenges in the rigid

polyurethane foam space and our innovations

are aligning to those to help our customers

achieve their goals. We continue to expand

our industry-leading 

portfolio of iVORASURF™ silicone

additives for polyurethane, combining

strong polyurethane knowledge and

technical customer support capabilities,

with the strongest silicone franchise in

the industry.

How does business in 2020 compare to

previous years? What’s your strategy for

succeeding in the current climate?

2020 has been a surprising year in

many ways. For us at Dow, nothing is

more important than safety, and we are

doing everything we can to ensure the

health and well-being of all our

colleagues, customers, suppliers and the

broader global community. During these

uncertain times, our ambition to become

the most innovative, customer-centric,

inclusive and sustainable materials

science company in the world has been

our north star and rallying cry for our

team. We have taken balanced measures

with our stakeholders in mind to respond

to changes in business climate with

agility, and ensure a nimble recovery.

Can you tell us about any recent

customer contracts and how you helped

the customer meet their challenges?  

Dow continues to partner with major

foam formulators and brand owners 
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to deliver customized

solutions that enable

superior performance in cold

chain applications and

beyond. Recently, our

technologies helped a

major component and PU

systems producer to

formulate rigid foams with

improved K factor, fluidity

and aesthetics for use in

complex cabinet structure of

cold chain appliances. 

These properties are all

important to help OEMs

achieve optimal cost in use

and cabinet insulation

performance, which is critical

to meet enhanced energy

efficiency requirements for

that kind of equipment.

Could you please share your

views on Cold Chain Sector

for our magazine readers?

The global and regional

supply chains have been

tested over the past few

months, including the cold-

chain, which is so critical for

securing our food and

pharmaceutical supplies.

This kind of event highlights

how important it is to have

efficient, resilient systems in 

place. We need to make

sure we continue to

innovate to meet the

latest expectations and

requirements of a

society and world that

are changing rapidly,

including protecting the

planet and the climate.

Dow believes that the

best is yet to come and

that is why we continue

embracing change to

elevate our society to a

better place, which

include the appliances

and systems that serve

our needs.

There are endless ways

to adapt polyurethane

basic chemistry to work

in a wide variety of

processes that produce

an immense range of

properties—including

being one of the best

insulation material

currently available in the

industry.  That is why

Dow is committed to

advance the product

presence of

VORASURF™ in the cold

chain sector.
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What are your best-known

solutions/products/services?

Qwyk is known for its market leading Sailing

Schedule Management tools and the digital-

forwarder package WQwykPortals” which

allows freight forwarders to digitize their business

fast and efficient.

   

Which industry sectors are your customers in,

and which ones are growing fastest?

Our clients are mainly freight forwarders of

all sizes but we are also able to serve BCOs and

Shippers. The SME segment is currently the most

interesting one to benefit from digital innovations.

What are your most recent product

innovations?

Its difficult to name them all since Qwyk is

releasing a new version of its software every week,

however certainly the PO management

    

functionality in QwykPortals is here to name and also

the rate management application RateExplorer.

Really interesting are not only the innovations but

also how connectable a tool is and Qwyk is offering

the highest level of integrations to really streamline

operational process for its customers.

What are the major trends and developments

affecting your category and your

customers, and how are you responding?

Corona kind of boosted a development towards

digital solution. Digital was out of a sudden the new

normal and many companies realized its time to

invest. Qwyk is providing a complete digital

forwarder-pack as a Saas solution which is risk free

and easy to activate. So, we can help clients instantly

and respond to the digitization trend. 

There are many big projects out there and

interesting trends like the often named

Digital   

"There are many big
projects out there and
interesting trends like

the often named
blockchain, however
we believe that we

first need to tackle very
tangible problems

which are affordable for
a SME

forwarders wallet." 
Photo: Harm Wessells 

Harm Wessells, CCO of Qwyk
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blockchain, however we believe that we first need to

tackle very tangible problems which are affordable

for a SME forwarders wallet. That’s why we think Saas

solutions to really streamline operations with a no-

risk pricing scheme are more reflecting the realities

of the market.

How has business in 2020 compared to previous

years? What is your strategy for succeeding in

the current climate?

No secret that corona has changed everything

and I guess this is the answer to “how business has

changed”. We are in an entirely new reality; however,

I don’t think that the current economic situation is

necessarily bad for companies like Qwyk. We see and

increasing trend for digitization and of course we are

keen to help our clients here.

Can you tell us about any of recent customer

contracts and how you helped the customer

meet their challenges?

There are various interesting projects. Maybe

one of the more dominant one in the media was the

recent add on of the forwarders

    

network AiLa. Here we support the members with a

full digital front end solution for Schedules,

Quoting, Booking and Milestone reporting. 

This solution is for AiLas Members Customers, but

also for the network internally. Imagine a

forwarders network of more than 1000 companies

which out of a sudden has access to a fully digital

front end, improving productivity by up to 85

percent.

What is the latest news from your company?

Published latest news was the cooperation

with AiLa, however I am delighted to say that we will

announce in the coming weeks also another major

add on of one of the big multi national forwarders.

We are very excited about that. 

     

Can you tell us about any areas where you are

currently making technical advances?

Qwyk is releasing a new version of its tools

once a week. There are many improvements done

by our technicians regularly. In principle we look

into the process client to forwarder and forwarder

internally and improve the processes through

applying latest technologies.

"DIGITAL WAS OUT OF A
SUDDEN THE NEW

NORMAL AND MANY
COMPANIES

REALIZED ITS TIME TO
INVEST."

Digital   



Agile supply chain, supported by a
robust storage infrastructure, is vital

in the post COVID era

he recent pandemic has been a

disruptor across segments,

forcing governments and

businesses to re-imagine

traditional systems and innovate

to survive. The complete shut-

down and restriction in mobility

of people and cargo, deeply

impacted logistics and supply

chain networks across the world,

in turn impacting global trade.

Fear of not being able to procure

the daily essentials remained one

of the main features of the

lockdown. Even as the world

came to a standstill, several

businesses suffered losses due to

the inability to transport products

to eager consumers, even as

inefficient storage facilities

destroyed the huge stock pile up.

The crisis has become an

important lesson for

manufacturers and logistics

service providers across the globe.

Although the Indian logistics and

supply chain network have been

steadily evolving over the past

decade, thanks to the technology

adoption and improved last mile

deliveries. A large part of

traditional supply chains continue

to operate with a focus on cost-

optimisation and just-in-time 

SOME  KEY  ASPECTS  THAT

WILL  ENSURE  AN  EFFECTIVE

AND  SMOOTHER

TRANSFORMATION

inventories, through set

manufacturing and distribution

routes. However, COVID brought

with it unique challenges that

turned this cost effective, lean

model of centralised

manufacturing and storage, as a

liability, forcing businesses to re-

evaluate the dependency on

channel partners. Even as

businesses work towards surviving

and re-building themselves post

COVID, supply chains are re-

evaluating and learning to adopt

a more agile approach that can

help mitigate risks, build

resilience and ensure business

continuity in the time of crisis.

Some key aspects that will
ensure an effective and
smoother transformation, can
be listed as under:

Regional hubs:  One of the key

aspects of an agile supply chain

network is the regionalisation of 

T

Business Applications
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From Temperature sensitive and
coldstorage facilities to automated

warehousing, modern storage
infrastructures can be a boon to

ensure resilience in supply chains
across the country

national/ state level logistics hubs. The

wider the regional network, the more

robust the supply chain. The current

government directive of building

Logistic Parks near ports and airports is

a great step in this direction.

But this also needs to be

supplemented with individual efforts

where businesses and logistics service

providers can create a wider access to

localised storage and supply chain

hubs so as to enhance reach and

supply.

Localised and Flexible
workforce:  Dependency on labourers

who were either migrants or those who

needed to travel long distances daily to

reach work, was a major concern

during the COVID lockdown. With an

almost complete restriction on travel

and lack of amenities to do so, most

employees, including labourers were

unable to continue working; supply

chains remained stagnant for lack of

manpower. Employing local workforce,

and with flexible shifts, including work

from home or remote working options

for office staff, can be vital to ensure

business continuity in face of crisis,

helping build agility.   

De-centralised manufacturing:

Warehousing and supply chain

networks are playing an important

role in helping businesses move from

centralised manufacturing to a

distributed, assembly line format of

manufacturing. Over the years,

modern warehousing and 3PL service

providers have evolved to become

trusted partners that can drive faster,

cost effective and efficient solutions to

distributed manufacturing. 

A common example is the assembly of

automobiles that currently happens

through a coordinated effort of the

two or more manufacturing plants

and network of warehouses. A similar

operational structure can be adopted

by other manufacturers as well, to

create a more agile and decentralised

manufacturing setup.

Effective supply planning: One of

the key aspect of a supply chain is

effective demand and supply

planning. In face of crisis and when

building an agile frame work, one

needs to take into account the

changing consumer demands, re-asses 
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the possible supply burdens and

constrains and prepare a contingency

by leveraging effective warehousing

infrastructure. From Temperature

sensitive and cold storage facilities to

automated warehousing, modern

storage infrastructures can be a boon

to ensure resilience in supply chains

across the country. By ensuring

localised warehouses that are stocked

based on the dynamic consumer

demands, offer easy access to market,

can help mitigate possible demand-

supply crisis, thus supporting a strong

and agile network.

Business Intelligence –  Keeping an

eye on trends and consumer habits

regionally, customers can spread their

inventories across the various

warehouses catering to the tastes of

the “local market” and once 

categorisation is done, it leads to

faster turnarounds leading to cross

docking rather than storage

effectively bringing the cost of

storage down and improving

customer satisfaction.In the post

COVID era, businesses and lifestyles

are learning to adopt to the new

normal. Logistics and supply chains

too need to evolve, to not only

address the recent scenarios but to

ensure they are also prepared for any

future crisis of the similar nature.

While technology adoption through

automation, AI, Cloud and Big Data is

already helping transform various

aspects of the supply chain network,

ground level changes in operational

structure, is the way for creating

robust agile supply chain networks in

the future.
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